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Black Students' Hearing
At MSUIs-

Best wishes to Opal Smith
who is in the Murray Hospital.
She pulled a muscle, which
really hurts.
Fellow says teamwork pays
off. Look at Niagara Falls, just
a lot of little drips working
together.
•

Interesting folks are those
down at the Fish Net. Down
there last night and they showed
ua around the place and fed the
big frsh in the 1080 gallon tank.
All these young people work at
something else which is why
they cannot open until 5:00 p.m.
during the week.
They have as wide a variety
of fish as any we have seen and
some of the largest,
The national debt at the close
of .fiscal 1933 (Hoover administration) was 822.539
billion. The figure at the close of
the second Truman administration was $266.07 billion
which included World War II
and Korean War debts, as well
as the pre-war New Deal debt of
the Roosevelt administration.
President Nixon is asking for
an increase in the debt ceiling
of 850 billion.
Interest on the national debt
is over 821 billion annually.
Washington's debt-ridden
Kennedy Center will come
inCongressional
under
vestigation shortly if Rep. Fred
Schwengel ( Iowa) haslhis way.
Schwengel, a member of the
House. Public. Works Subcommittee on Buildings and
present
said
Grounds,
management of the Center
apparently is controlled by the
Kennedy family "and could
hardly be worse." The Center
now seeks a 83.5 million loan or
grant from Congress to cover
heavy operating losses, despite
the fact that most performances
to date have been standing
room only or nearly so.
Our sympathy to the family of
Quinton Gibson.
Highway truck parked at the
entrance of Doran Road this
morning near Main at the
heighth of the school traffic.

Merchandise Found
By Murray Police
More merchandise taken in
the theft of the home of Susan
James at 1105 Olive Street has
been recovered by the Murray
Police Department.
Four juveniles have been
petitioned to appear before
juvenile authorities concerning
the items confiscated at the
homes of the juveniles by the
City Police.
Items confiscated on Monday
sixty records,
include television, radio, two clocks,
_paper weight, flashlight,
bracelet, wooden ring, and
army jacket, according to the
local police

An appeal hearing before the and the campus security
Murray State University board chief—in support'Of t9ersity
of regents by four black charges during the tint day of
students suspended from school the open hearing. - - ----for the current semester went
Among the witnesses who
into a second day of testimony testified were Dr. Harry M.
today.
Sparks, university president,
Following two days of Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
hearings in December. the vice president for
aduniversity disciplinary com- thinistrative affairs, and J.
mittee suspended the four on Matt Sparkman, vice president
charges they disrupted an for student affairs.
on
luncheon
alumni
Testimony presented by
Herne"Ring Day Nov. fo-Ths-- wihm.ses Monday apparently
students have appealed that substantiated charges that:
suspension to the university
—The four students were
governing bawd.
among-Mini 19 te- 20 who forWaterfieid
action taken by the university Student
Building
Union
Miehael
Lowery„ ballroom without tickets or any
are
Madisonville; James Mapp, prior arrangement.
Chattanooga; Ulysses Parker,
—They caused a disturbance
Louisville; and James Van at the traditional smorgasbord
Leer, Madisonville. They are get-together for alumni.
expected to testify today or
—They refused to leave when
Wednesday.
asked several times by both
University attorneys James university officials and campus
Overby and Donald Jones security officers. .
presented eight eyewitnesses_
_They misted amens
seven university administrators...removed them bodily
4'"assembly hall.
—They used some obscene
language during the incident.
William Allison of Louisville,
representing the four students,
indicated he contends the group

Keith Sykes To
Play Lead In
Japanese Film

Continued on Page Ten)

-Town, Gown Dance
Planned By Group

Rescue Squs
Gerhart Home
The Murray Rescue Squad
answered a call yesterday at
5:20 p.m. to the home of Mrs.
Betty Gerhart, located on Rt.
highway 641 north.
Two units answered the call.
according to Rescue Squad
received
and
reports,
assistanee from the Sheriff's
department end the State
The fire reportedly originated
in the attic, and the Squad
reported that they were forced
to cut into the roof to get to the
attic blaze. Nearly all the water
CO the truck was used in extinguishing the blaze_
Most of the contents d the
house were saved, according to
the Squad reports, and the
damage to the building was
limited to the holes in the roof,
and some water and fire
damage.
The frame house was owned
by Houston Whitis. Other
persons in the Gerhart family
included six children; Larry,
Donald, Cynthia, Thomas,
Bonita ,and David.
Personnel answering the
alarm were Aaron Dowdy, Max
Dowdy, Bob Schumacher,
David Wrye, Bill Garland, Mike
Farley, Loyd Key, Steve
Wagoner, Ronnie Garland,
Jerry McCoy, Billy Talwell.
Jim Johnson, Jerry Edwards,
Mike Parker, Ed Jennings, and
I Jim Kelly.

Delta Department
Plans Meet Tonight

The Weather

_Local Student Is
Given Scholarship

JACKSON PURCHASE
Light wet snow developing
this afternoon and continuing
tonight, accumulation of one
inch or less. Cloudy with little
change in temperature Wednesday — High today in the upper
30s, low tonight in the upper 20s
and low 30s, high Wednesday
upper 305 to low 40s. Thursday
colder with chance of snow.
. Extended Outlook
Kentucky Outlook Thursday,
through Saturday: Chance of
rain or snow Thursday, becoming fair Friday and Saturday.;
Colder. Lbws Thursday in the
upper 205 and low 30s. Highs
Thursday mostly in the 4as
Lows Friday'and Saturday in
the teens and low 2(s. Highs
Friday and Saturday in the upper 2fie and 3(s.

Tarea June Roach, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman E.
Roach of Hazel, has_ been
-awarded a scholarship of $800
covering four years at FreedHardeman College, Henderson,
Tennessee. This scholarship is
based upon a composite score
on the ACT test of 22 or above.
Miss Roach will graduate
from Calloway County High
School in the spring and plarls to
major in Music at FreedHardema n.
KEITH SYKES.center, will play the role of one of the principal
deserters In a new film to be released this spring by Hiroshi
Teshigahara, right and John Nathan, left. The picture is
described as being one of the best to deal with the subject of
American armed force members who deserted Into Japan. This
picture with the accompanying story comes from the January 31
issue of Newsweek.

Complete We-gruel-tiring
Of-School-Tax In-State
On The Way Says Ginger

Charlei Hale Will
ExPlain Form For
Senior Citizens
Charles Hale, Callow
County property value
administrator, will explain
Homestead tax form to
members and visitors of the
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Club at the
meeting to be held Friday,
February 4, at 12 noon at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church.
—A potluck luncheon will be
served at noon and all members- and visitoes are urged %attend, according to O.C.
11eLemore, president.
the
of
Tit— charge
arrangements for the
will be Mr. and Mrs. Jack
tkiason, Mr. and Mn...
Hale, Mrs. Agness Maier,.
Gladys Hale, Mrs. Dolly Haley,
and Mrs. Jewel Parks.

•
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Keith Sykes, twenty-three
year old son of Elroy Sykes of
Murray and Mrs. Neva Sykes of Memphis, plays the lead in a
The Women's Society of
motion picture which will- be
released in early spring. The Murray. State University will.
picture, entitled..havelta.Taanand_GOwn Dance
motion
"Summer Soldiers" is a on Friday, February IL from
Japanese made movie about eight p.m. to midnight at the
American soldiers who deserted - Woodmen-at the-- -World-MIL
per muffle
Tickets are
in Japan, where for several
years an elaborate underground 'ant music Will be by -"The
network of Japanese pacifists- Lilting Seal". Members are
aided the flight of military urged to attend and bring
runaways on their way to guests.
Reservations should be made
political asylums in Europe.
Sykes was selected over 1500 with Mrs. Phillip Tibbs 753-8528,
persons to play the role of the Mrs. Harold Blair 753-388, Mrs.
leading character, a guitar Charles Homra 753-7964, Mrs.
strumming marine named Jim. William 0. Price 753-4813, Mrs.
Young Sykes has been in the James Armbruster 7534128,
music business in New York for Mrs. Joseph Cowin 753-5189, or
the past three years and Writes Mrs. Walter Fegrera 753-9321.
both the lyrics and music for his
songs. He has two albums on the
Vanguard label now on sale and
plans to have three singles on
the market soon.
The movie is the result of a
by
effort
collaborative
Japanese director Hiroshi
WASHINGTON AP) — Two
Teshigahara ( Woman in the locked plastic drums, one conDunes)--and a young American ,taining numbers and the other
John Nathan, a Harvard dates, are sitting in the Comacademician whose field is merce Department here waitJapanese literature.
ing to decide the fate of thouThe two studied the" un- sands of the nation's 19-yearderground in Japan and olds.
produced the film from their
Selective Service officials
findings. They found most of the loaded the drums Monday with
deserters were "misfits". The dates stuffed in red capsules
picture is a low budget film but and numbers in blue as official
The Delta Department of the
Summer Soldiers is -described observers watched to insure
Club will
as being a new film "that sheds that Wednesday's draft lottery Murray Woman's
meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30
fascinating light on one of the will be as fair as possible.
at the club house with
least reported facete of the• 'A back-up set of Capsules Ind p.m.
Prof. Mary Jane Timmerman
war".
drums also was filled in case as the speaker on "Culture
Sykes is a folk-rock singer one of the first-line drums Differences Among Peoples As
who has enjoyed success with breaks, as one did last year.
Expressed in Works of Art".
On Wednesday, officials will
his albums and who expects to
Miss Ruby Simpson is the
do well with his singleswhich publicly match the red and blue program chairman and all
of
which
to
determine
capsules
are to Come out sorne time this
members are urged to attend.
the nation's youths barn in 1953
year. _Hout..trill...be Mesdames
He attended Memphis, vaTie given peloritytensIdera- Vernon Roberts, W.J.• &Mari:
the
into
for
inducted
being
Tennessee schools before going ton
Dwight Crisp, Walter Baker,
military.
to New York.
George Min, and Miss Sue
Fairless.

Draft Lottery
Set Wednesday

IItt

1.;

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — 'gram for schools," Ginger said.
Kentucky should get ready for ". . . But wait for the court dea "complete restructuring" of cisions to tell us which direcits school tax system in him tion to go."
years, the superintendentf- . The Texas ruling on the property tax appears headed for the
public instructions says.
Dr. Lyman Ginger said he U. S. Supreme Court, the final
believes the state has outgrown arbiter, but nobody knows how
the property tax as a major long the process will take.
Ginger said the eventual outbase of support for schools at
-come "may involve the federal government on more support. .
He made the comment Monand if it does, our problem is
day during a local television* different from what it would be
terview which touched in Part If we tried to
solve it now."
on- recent court decisions
'Therefore, he said, Kenseveral states.
y's stance should not be
The thrust of the rulings is "wait and see" as much as "be
that the property tax is inher- prepared."
ently discriminatory against
Meantime, he added, he
the poor and deprives them of would support piecemeal legisan equal educational opportun- lation to raise local property
tax ceilings "provided everyone
ity •
A bill to study the impact of understands it's temporary."
the court decisions on property
Stich taxes were in effect frotaxes has been passed by thp siati-by the legislature in 1965
- Senate and sent to the House.. With few exceptions, -and the
STUDY TIME—Dimmtlfaskleakim mimed
Introduced by Sen. Walter Kentucky Education Associclassroom at Murray Slate University ateriantar-after three
Baker, R-Glasgow, it calls for a ation has tried futilely to get
years as a professional diger and„faideot model ia Atlanta, is
survey by the Legislative Re- the limits increased.
including study time as a part of her new life style. She is shown
search Commission.
making preparation for case of her classes as she works toward
Hawaii is the one state with
her double major in speech and business. The U-year-old singer,
"I say look ahead with sys(Continued on Page Ten)
the
was
15,
age
at
Murray
in
who got her start with a folk group
tematic, sound planning and
featured vocalist with a well-known instrumental group while in
restructure the tax prothe Georgia capitol city. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
D. West of Murray.

Local Girl Returns To MSU To
Complete Degree After Three
Years As Professional Singer
Dianne West
Willowy
disproves the "dumb blonde"'
Not that she lacks- Ute imposing physical characteristics
associated with that shallow
generalization. A statuesque
sixfootn with light golden hair_
and a Ablassifically-- beautiful
face, she gets her share of the
double-takes. "
But the foreaight and strength
of purpose revealed by the 24year-old multi-talented Murray
junior in
State University
conversation quickly dispels
any notion that the cliche might
•
apply.
She recently came back to her
hometown of Murray after a
successful three-year stint as a
singer and fashion model in
Atlanta to finish work on her
double major degree in speech
and business.
"There has never been any
intention on my part to give up
my singing career," she explains, "but I want to widen my
capabilities in radio-television
so I can write or produce or
handle other behind-the-scenes
duties as well as perform in
front of_the camera."
Her career in the Georgia
caiiitir city was focused
primarily on the more
sophisticated type supper clubs
where she was featured as the
vocalist with a well-known
Her
instrumental group
modeling was done on a parttime basis with some of the big
Atlanta deparjment stores.

-The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe D. West of Murray worked
for about a year as an executive
secretary • le the bustling
metropolis before she got the
break she had envisioned since
she began her singing career at
age 15 with a folk group in
Murray.
"It took time to get the exposure and recognition," she
reminisces. "First I did a few
one-nightars, then. took
weekend jobs, and finally got
my chance to sing on a regular
six-nights-a-week basis."
Reference to her unusual
height brings a twinkle to lively
hazel eyes and she counters
drolly that she has "enjoyed
every inch of it."
Then she explains in a more
serious vein:
"Competition in the entertainment business in the big
city is dog-eat-dog. Anything
(Continued on Page Tea)

some

Kappas Sweetheart
Dinner Is Tonight
The Valentine Sweetheart
dinner will be held tonight
(Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at the
elilb -tense by. the Kappa
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Dr. Harry Sparks will be the
speaker.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Glenn Rogers, Darold Keller,
Dale Cochran, Don Tucker,
M.D.
David. Lanier„ and
_
_
Hassell.

Garden Department
Meets On Thursday
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
will have a potluck luncheon at
the club house on Thursday,
February 3, at one p.m.
Members please note the
change from the time schedule.
Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairman of the home economics
department at Murray State
University, will be the guest
speaker for the Valentine
luncheon.
Hostesses for the meeting will
be Mrs. Clifton Key, Mrs.
Humphrey 'Key, Mrs. M.P.
Christopher, Mrs. Fred Gingles,
. Peter Whaley.
lend

Men's Club
TRASH MR
The Martin's Chapel Men's
The Murray Fir* Depar
answered a call to 1605 Club will meet on Wednesday at
Calloway Monday at five pin. 1:30 p.m. in a supper meeting.
to a trash fire. The boostk was Bro. John Jones of Kiritsey wtlP
used to extinguish the flame. be the, guest speaker.

Wheels And Tires
Reported Stolen.

Fourlawn mower wheels and
tires with red hubs, valued at
$131.05, have been stolen from
Johnny Garland of 316 South 9th
Street, Murray, according to
the report filed with the Murray
Police Department at 4:35 p.m.
on Monday.
The report said two of the
wheels were eleven inches high
and four inches wide, and the
other two were sixteen inches
high and 64 inches wide

Machine Class
To Be Held At
Mayfield Center

Senate To Act
On Welfare Bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (A?)—
The Kentucky Senate was
scheduled to act today on a bill
which 'would prohibit the Department of Child Welfare from
disapproving an adoption application becaule of the applicant's race.
The chamber also was due to
consider a measure which
would extend Kentucky's child
abuse statutes to cover cases of
sexual abuse and severe neglect. The bill further would increase the authority of a social
worker to remove a child from
a situation of imminent danger.
Other bills scheduled for
votes today would, eatehlaish a
driver license compact under
which states would exchange
information concerning safety
violations; increase the minimum amount of property damage permitted in a motor vehicle accident before a person
would have to inform the public
safety department; and requiring the public service commission to approve all security assumptions or issuances by utilities.

Joe B. Smithy managerof the
Mayfield Employment Office,
has announced the approval of a
class for Machine'.'Operator
Cluster.
The class will be conducted at
the Mayfield- Occupational
Educational Center, 502 South
12th St., in Mayfield. The
starting date for the class is
February 28; 1972.
This training-is funded under
the Manpower Development
and Training Act of 1962, and is
administered by the Tilghman
School in
Area Vocational
_
This is the second class of this
type to be held in Mayfield and
will accomModate eighteen
trainees. The duration of the
course is 40 weeks, 40 hours per
week, day class. Gene Turner
has been renamed by Tilghman
as. the instructor of the class.
The vocational school and the
employment service work
together jointly in assessing and
administering the training for
this area.
Training allowances are paid
to trainees in the Manpower
classes, provided they meet the
necessary requirements.
All interested persons are
urged to contact their local
employment service at 319
South 7th, in Mayfield as soon as
possible.

Two Car Collision
Occurs On Monday
At 9th and Vine
A two car collision was inveatigataal MoodejtaLt:97_p.m..... _
at the intersection of South 9th
and Vine Streets by the Murray ,
Police Department. No injuries
,
were listed on the report.
Cars involved were a 1960
Chevrolet two door driven by
James William Green of 906
Vine Street, Murray, arida 1M8
Dodge four door driven by Jane
McDonald Galyen of 407North
17th Street, Murray.
Police said Green, going east
on Vine, had stopped for the
four way stop sip at South 9th
Street. Mrs. Galyen, going
south on 9th Street, was turning
right and failed to see the Green
car, according to the police
report.
Damage to the Green car was
on the left front and to the
Galyen ear on the left front.

FREE PUPPIES
German
female
Pictured above are several Murray High students who wee • Four
awards this past weekend at the Memphis Whitehaven Speech Shepherd puppies, about six
Tournament. Front row, Roderick Reed, Jana Jones, Left I* we.* old, are free to persons
Right,second row, Martha McKinney, Wanda McNabb, Debi --for pets: For information call'
489-2316..
Shinners, Scott Willis, Lexie? Bartholomy, and Becky SIMS.

reGE TWO

Chinese -Health- GrammyNomaoqs
Treatments Are
Being Examined Are Announced Today
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Ten Years Ago Today
IJEDGIES gi

TIKES YLL1

Robert Hopkins received the Jaycee "Key Man" Award and
vas also named as recipient of the "Distinguished Service
Award" given annually by the Murray Jaycees.
' Deaths occurring in the past week include Mrs. Vernie Murphy,
age 76, Hugh Farless, Toy Garland, age 55, Mrs. P. N. Blalock.
age 66, H.I. Neely, age 62, Mrs. Gina Jetton Finney, and John
Moore, age 79.
Miss Carolyn J. Green and Miss Camelia Green, both of Hazel,
° feeeived their nurses caps at the Independence Sanitarium and
Hospital School of Nursing, Independence, Mo.
' Benton beat Murray High 50 to 42 and South Marshall beat
:College High 69 to 50 in basketball games played here.

20 Years Ago Today

•

A veteran WAVE officer from Murray. Lt. Mayrell Johnson,
has been named to the staff of Mrs. Anna Rosenberg, assistant
secretary of defense.
Deaths reported in the past week included J. H. Adams, age 93,
and Mrs. Earlie Haneline, age 53.
Murray Training beat Hazel and Almo beat Lynn Grove in the
opening games of the Galloway County Basketball Tournament.
Marriages announced In the past week include Miss Dorothy
Winchester to Neale B. Mason on January 1, and Miss Jenell Foy
and Ted Howard on January 27.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey (Red)
Willoughby on January 23, girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kenton Broach on
January 26, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Troy Bogard on January 26.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
1.101901Elt•Thal FUJI
Mary Frances Smith, daughter of Mrs. Alma Smith, 7th grade
pupil at Kirksey School, won the Calloway County Spelling
Contest. Second place went to Emma Dean Smith, 7th grade
student at Faxon School.
• Hunter S. Wilkerson, age 72, died at his home near Taylor's
Store.
- Sugar rationing will begin in early February.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Benny Maddox on
December 26,boy to Mr. and Mrs. R.B.Parker, Jr., on December
28, girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Parks on January 14, boy to Mr. and
- Mrs. Pant Morris on January 27, boy to Mr. and Mrs. D. J. &filler
- on January 14, boy to Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Fitts on January 27,
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James Shelton on January 26, and girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie LaFever on January 24.
Mr.and Mrs. Ben Pool observed their 50th wedding anniversary
on January 17.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
---
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For thou, Lord, haat not forsaken them that seek thee.—Psalns
9:10.
God is no W111-0'-the-wiSp True seekers are always finders of
Him. How wonderfully Christ reinforces this truth!

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
A man stands frightened at the brink of
matrimony because he fears to be found out. He
knows that the bride would never have fallen in love
with him if she had not held a better opinion of him
than he deserved.
"More things belong to marriage than
four bare legs in a bed."
—John Heywood

The. Almanac

Tappan Board

Today is Tuesday,'Feb. 1, the
:32nd day of 1972,
The moon is between it; full — Authorizes
phase and last quaster.
The morning stars are
Mercury and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
„ Directors of The Tappan
Those born on this day are Company, Mansfield, Ohio
under the sign of Aquarius.
based diversified appliance and
American composer Victor cabinet manufacturer, recently
Herbert was. born Feb. 1, 1859. approved the purchase by
On this day in history:
Tappan of the assets of the
In 1890 the U.S. Supreme Environmental Comfort
Court held its first session, Systems Group of American
convening in New York City.
Standard, Inc.
In 1898 Dr. Truman Martin of
Arrangements for the cash
Buffalo, New York, was issued
the first -insurance policy transaction, for an approximate
covering an automobile driver. amount of $40,000,000, are now
In 1968 Republican Richard substantially complete. The
Nixon formally announced his changeover is expected to take
candidacy for the U.S. presiden- place early in February.
cy. He defeated Hubert HumW. R. Tappan, President,
phrey in November and was 'indicated that in the approval
.efsworn in as the 37th President process, Directors were advised
on Jan. 20, 1969.
that Tappan had licensed the
In 1970 a total of 141 persons "American
Standard"
were killed when two trains trademark for the air concrashed near Buenos Aires.
ditioning and heating products
of the Environmental Comfort
A thought for today: Ameri- Systems Group, for a period of
can writer Robert Ingersoll two years.
said, "Every cradle asks us
Mr. Tappan also repeated
'whence' and every coffin
"whither.' The poor barbarian, earlier indications that the
weeping above is dead, can management of the Group
answer these questions as would go foeWard unchanged,
intelligently as the robed priest and that current marketing and
of the most authentic creed." sales policies would continue.

Acquisition

!
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PRODUCT OF VIOLENCE

Bangladesh Faces Grim Future
As the leadership of Bangladesh
struggles for survival, it is- not possible to look at this unfortunate and
newest product of violence without
greatly mixed emotions.
From the standpoint of humanity,
the war over former East Pakistan is
a tragedy. The needless brutality, the
wasting of as many as 3 million lives
and the exhibitions of animal behavior represent a level of barbarism
that will be embedded in history —
and reflected in the affairs of Pakistan, India and Bangladesh for years
if not centuries to come.
The feeling of helplessness and
tragedy is just as great on the broader palette of world stability. Bangladesh as such has no historic or economic roots. Nor does it have the
ability to defend itself, and thus will
continue to remain a pawn in the
power struggle of the larger nations
that rages above its head.
What tenuous stability Bangladesh
does have for the moment centers
around its principal leader, Mujibur
Rahman, who enjoys unprecedented
popular appeal, but this is illusory.
Even as Mujibur consolidates his
power and seeks economic aid from
the world, the chinks in his facade
are beginning to appear.
The presence of the Indian occupation army is. in the long run, not a
stabilizing influence. Additionally, the

militant Mukti Bahini guerrillas, who
really were an insignificant factor in
India's conquest of East Pakistan, already are booming an idealistic Bengal nation that would include the tens
of millions of Bengals in India itself
and an extension of 'Bangladesh's
borders to the "natural ..limits of
Burma," and north to Tibet.
Finally, instead of a government
that reflects his own wishes, Mujibur
has been pushed by the larger powers
into a socialist coalition that includes
Maoists, Moscovites and Castroites,
hardly a stable combination.
--If all of this were not enough, it'also is improbable that West Pakistan, a nation of 60 million, can stand
on its own feet after the loss of its
eastern state. It does not have the
economic or natural resources for independence.
All of this turbulence cannot be limited to the subcontinent since India
and Pakistan are such critically
strategic land areas, particularly in
the SOvIet-Red Chinese confrontEition.
The infant Bangladesh will inevitably
land in the lap of the United _Nations
which needs-nikke problems 'like the
sun needs more heat.
Quite often seemingly insoluble
problems can be ignored until they
fade, or displaced until they are ignored. The U.N. will likely find that
neither will be the case with Bangladesh.

bur awaken -litTei•W- in
China is making us confront
Chinese medicine. Including an
ancient and highly controversial procedure,
acupuncture.
Acupuncture involves inserting needles at precise
ts.
to _the human
sensations are deadened. A
recent article in the New YorkTimes-written by Dr. Samuel
Rosen of Mt. Sinai School of
Medicine in New Yorkdescribed how the procedure
was- used in the surgical.
removalof a lung from a patient
who had pulmonary tuberculosis. The patient was himself
a surgeon.
The acupuncturist began by
inserting a fine needle about an
inch into the arm of the patient,
midway between the wrist and
elbow. After slowly twirling the
needle for twenty minutes, she
gave the signal that the
operation could begin without
pain. The surgeon immediately
took the scapel, made a deep
incision near the spine, acvoss
the left side of the chest wall, to
the breat bone. Then he
carefully cut away each rib.
During the operation, the
acupuncturist twirled the
needle. An icriesthesiologist
stood by, just in case..But the
patient felt no pain and talked to
operating - -surgeon
the
throughout the operation.
"I have no explanation for
this phenomenon," says Dr.
Rosen, "but science has no
explanation for Many observations that still elude investigation. Neither have
Chinese medical men, as they
frankly concede."
being
Acupuncture
is
scrutinized by American
medical men, but with profound
reservations thus far. Medicine
in the two cultures is as different as East from West.
Surgery to remove tuberculous
lung, for instance, is still percountry but
formed in this
rarely and only in extreme
situations. Drugs are used instead to prevent the progress
of the dimwit:wand to salvage the
lung..
To find out more about the
treatment of TB in this country
check with the Kentucky
Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease Association. Write P.O.
Boi 8405, Louisville, Kentucky
40208.

Demand is high
for honor toys
Grisly "hobby kit" toys with
scantily clad female dolls
provided for maiming and
dismembering in toy torture
chambers enjoyed good sales in
Washington., D. C., during
Christmas.
Aurora Products Corp. of
New York, the manufacturer of
these toys, discontinued
production after selling 800,000
kits.

Jet Stream Blamed For Unusual Weather
WASHINGTON (AP) — Unusual antics of the jet stream,
a meandering, 300-mile-an-hour
river -of air coursing miles
above the earth, are primarily
responsible for the nation's erratic weather this winter, according to government meteorologists.
They say the jet stream,
Which hasn't behaved in its current manner for 20 years, accounts for such unlikely winter
weather as:
unseasonably
—Frequent
warm weather in the eastern
third of the nation; unusually
cold weather in the western
third; erratic changes in weather in the remaining third.
—What might be called reversed vertical weather, a
frequent occurrence this season. The dividing line for cold
and warm weather often has
run in a roughly, vertical pattern, more or less 11)4 the
Mississippi Rivet. in other winters, the line usually runs horizontally, separating north and
south.
--Relatively rapid changes in
temperature for short periods
of time, mostly in the Midwestern states. Examples are a 72degree drop in temperature to
20 below zero in the Indianapolis area during 72 hours
and a 33-degree drop to 13 below zero in the Duluth. Minn.,
arra during 18 hours.
Resulting oddities during the
fall and winter have' ranged

from circus elephants suffering
frostbitten ears and feet in a
major October snowstorm in
Wyoming to the sudden blooming of Japanese cherry trees
during the Christmas season in
Washington.
Scientists at the National
Weather Service say the jet
stream, a major factor in determining weather at earth's
surface, has upset usual winter
patterns because it is north of
its normal position as it passes
high above the eastern and
southern parts of the nationi
The result is unusually warni
temperatures so far in these
areas.
At the same time, the stream
has ,been south of its normal
course as it moves over the
western United States.
Another weather factor, interplaying with the off-course jet
stream, has been extremely
cold surface air over Canada
and Alaska these past few
months.
The frigid air. 15 degrees
colder than normal, at times
has been sucked southward
more quickly than usual by
weather processes linked with
the jet stream. This largely accounts for the rather sudden
drops in temperature in some
areas.
Meteorologists describe the
jet stream as a 100-mile mass
of rapidly .moving air that
whirls west to east around the
Northern Hemisphere at an -al-

t,

titude of four to seven miles.
Characterized by huge dips
and rises, it controls the pattern and direction of the earth's
storm tracks, intermittent
areas of low pressure that tend
to produce rainy or snowy
weather.
Giving details on what's been
happening since October, meteorologist James Wagner of the
weather service said that in an
ordinary winter the jet stream
passes relatively close to the
Gulf and Atlantic Coasts.
The warm air it sucks northward from the Gulf travels a
relatively short distance before
it hits larger amounts of cold
air sucked down from the
north. This situation results in
snowy or cold weather over the
midwestern and northeastern
United States.
This winter, however, the jet
stream has passed farther
north over the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts. The warm Guff air
has been pulled much farther
northward into midwestern and
eastern areas before colliding
with the cold air.
"So," Wagner said, "this winter, storms originating along
the Gulf Coast have been almost completely absent. Moreover, storms originating in or
near the Rockies have been deflected farther north than usual
because of the unusual con-.
figuration of the jet stream.
"Iliese latter storm tracks
have tended to move more to-

ward the northern Great Lakes
as contrasted with their usual
winter pattern of moving
through the lower Great Lakes
and out through the St. Lawrence Valley."
Wagner said the last time the
nation had a similarly erratic
winter was in 1951-52. The winters of 1948-49 and 1949-50 also
had the same odd pattern, and
prior to those, the winter of
1882-83.
He said this year's so-called
vertical weather—ward:I...east,
cold west--was highly unusual.
The tendency during the past 10
years, Wagner said, has been
just the opposite--abnormally
cold in the east and abnormally
warm in the west.
How long will the present Situation last?
"It's hard to say," Wagner
said. "Our records of the few
winters of this exact type indicate that sometimes a change
comes in February, sometimes
in March, sometimes in April."
• Also, he said, there's no way
of predicting whether things
will be different next fall and
winter.
Veterans unable to visit
Veterans Administration
Headquarters in Washington to
present claims for G.-I. Bill
benefits may do so before travel
boar'ds which visit their state
VA regional offices.

NEW YORK 1AP — Four
entertainers have amassed 16
Grammy nominations, including eight for soul singer
Isaac Hayes.
Hayes' nominations, announced todsw-marwthamtaistever for one artist in the annual honors for the previous
year's best recordings
The Carpenters, featuring
Karen Carpenter singing her
brother's arrangements, and
songwriter-singer Carole King
each won four nominations.
Grammies—statuettesshaped
gramoold-fashioned
like
phones—swill be awarded on
live television March 14 by the
National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences. Nominations
in some of the 44 categories
were:
Record of the year—"It's Too
Late," sung by Carole King;
"Joy to the World," Three Dog
Night, --My Sweet Lord,"
George Harrison; "The Theme
from Shaft," Isaac Hayes, and
"You've Got a Friend," James
Taylor.
Album of the Year—"All
Things Must Pasa-n
Harrison; "The Carpenters,"
by The Carpenters; "Jesus
Christ Superstar," by various
artists; "Shaft," Isaac Hayes;
"Tapestry," Carole King.
Song of the Year—"Help Me
Make It Through the Night,"
written by Kris Kristofferson;
"It's Impossible," by Sid
Wayne and Armando Manganero; "Me and Bobby
McGee," by Kris Kristofferson
and Fred Foster; "Rose Garden," by Joe South; "You've
Got a Friend," by Carole King.
Best New Artist—Chase;
Emerson, Lake and Palmer;
Hamilton, Joe Frank and Reynolds; Carly Simon and Bill
Withers.
Best Female Pop, Rock and
Folk
Vocal Performance—
"Gypsys,
Tramps
and
Thieves," sung by Cher; "Me
and Bobby McGee," sung bY-Janis Joplin; "The Night They
Drove Old Dixie Down," Joan
Baez; "Tapestry," Carole King,
and "That's ,tiais.111414y- rmit, Always Heard It ShouldBe," Carly
'
Best Male Pop, Rock and
Folk
Vocal Performance—
"Ain't No Sunshine," Bill Withers; "I Am I Said," Neil Diamond; "If You Could Read My
Mind," Gordon Lightfoot; "It's
Impossible," Perry Como;
"You've Got A Friend," James
_Taylor.
Best Pop, Folk am-Rock
Vocal Performance by a duo or
group—"All I Ever Need Is
You," Sonny and Cher; "The
Carpenters," by the Carpenters; "How Can You Mend a
Broken Heart?", Bee Gees;
"Jesus Christ Superstar," and
"Joy to the World," by Three
Dog Night.
Best Country Female Vocal
Performance—"Good Lovin"Tammy Wynette; "Help Me
Make It Through the Night,"
Sammi Smith; "He's So Fine,"
Judy Miller; "How Can I Unlove You?" Lynn Anderson;
"Joshua,", Dolly Parton.
Best Country Male Vocal Performance—"Easy
Loving,"
Freddie Hart; "I Won't Mention It Again," Ray Price;
"Kiss an Angel Good Morning,"
Charley Pride; She's All I
Got," Johnny Paycheck;
"When You're Hot You're
Hot," Jerry Reed._

Best Country Vocal Performance by a duo or group—"After
the Fire Is Gone;" Conway
Twitty and Loretta Lynn; "Better Move It On Home," Porter
Wagoner and Dolly Parton; "I
Saw thaLight.,1'_Ito3l Acuff with
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band; "No
Need to Worry," Johnny Cash
and June Carter, and "Rings,"
Tompall and the Glaser Broth-

Best Country Instrumental—
"For the Good Times," Floyd
Cramer; "Jerry Kennedy Plays
with All Due Respect to Kris
Kristofferson," by Jerry Kennedy; "Rose Garden," by the
Bakersfield Brass; "Ruby,
Don't Take Your Love To
Town," By Danny Davis and
the Nashville Brass; "Snowbird," by Chet Atkins.
Best Country Song—"F.asy
Loving," written by Freddy
Hart; "For the Good Times,"
"Help-Me Make-It Through the
Night," "Me and Bobby
McGee," all by Kris Kristofferson; "Rose Garden," by Joe
South.
Best Female Rhythm and
/flues
_Performance—
"Bridge Over Troubled Water,"
Aretha Franklin;" (I Love
You) Call Me," by Diana Ross;
"Contact," Frieda Payne; "Mi.
Big Stuff," Jean Knight, and
"Pearl," by Janis Joplin.
Best Male Rhythm and Blues
Vocal Performance—"Ain't Nobody Home," B. B. King; "Inner City Blues';" by Marvin
Gaye; "A Natural Man," by
Lou Rawls; "Never Can Say
Goodbye," Isaac Hayes, and
"We Can Work It Out," Stevie
Wonder.
Best Children's record—"Bill
Cosby Talks To Kids About
Drugs;" "Rubber Ducky and
Other Songs from Sesame
Street," By Stanley Daniels;
"The Story of Scheherazade,"
by Julie Harris, and "Willy
Wonka and the Chocolate Factory," by the Golden Orchestra
and Chorus.
Best Big Band JazzF
r--"Af-4*—
rique," by Count Basie;" "A
Different Drummer," by Buddy
Rich; "Maynard Ferguson Horn," by Maynard Ferguson;
"The New Orleans Suite," by
Duke Ellington, and "Woody,"
by Woody Herman.
Classical Album of the
Year—"Berlioz Requiem," by
Colin Davis and the London
Symphony Orchestra; -BOulez
Conducts Boulez, Ph Selon
Pli," by Pierre Boulez and the
BBC Symphony; "Crumb: Ancient Voice's of Children," by
Arthur Weisberg and the Contemporary Chamber Ensemble:
"Haydn: Symphonies 65 and
72," by Antal Dorati and the
Philharmonia Hungaria ; "Horowitz Plays Rachmaninoff," by
Vladimir Horotvitz, and "Janacek: Sinfonietta," by Seigi Ozawe and the Chicago Symphony; "Mahler Symphony No.
1," by Carlo Maria Giulini and,
the Chicago Symphony; "Penderecki: The Entombment of
`Christ," by Eugene Orrnandy
and the Philadelphia Orchestra; "Shostakovich: Symphony
, No. 14," sung by Phyllis Curtin
and Simon Estes, and "Tibbett:
The Midsummer Marriage," by
Colin Davis and the Royal Opera House Orchestra.
GOVERNORS
The governors of every' one of
the 13 states at the time of
George
Washington's
inaugural were Masons.
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Mrs. Mellie Hopson
Hostess For Meet
Of Church WSCS

DENt MAN: I can't convince her because I agree with
her. Start earlier and you won't be bringing her home In the

-

DEAR ABBY. What do you think of a co-worker whose
Idea of a very special Christmas "gift" is a large picture of
HIMSELF with a flowery inscription?
JUST ASKING
DEAR mem: Ht mud be long on pictures anaahortà.11
taste.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 21-year-old bride-to-be. The
groom is still married to his first wife. Our wedding is set
for Feb. 12th, the invitations have already gone-but, but
he's still not divorced.
Every time I mention it to him he tells me that these
things take "time." When we became engaged [two years
ago], he told me he was getting a divorce, but for some
reason it hasn't come thru yet. I sometimes wonder if he
Isn't still in love with his first wife, and is just using me.
What am I going to do about all the wedding plans if he
is still married by our wedding date?
CONFUSED

Miss Suzanne Maddox and
A1C Jimmy, Stevens Cathey
were united in marriage in a
candlelight ceremony at seven
o'clock in the'evening on
Friday, January 7. Rev. Joseph
L. Leggett performed the
double ring ceremony at the
home of the bride's parents,815
DEAR CONFUSED: Cancel the wedding, of course.• But
Pryor Street, Mayfield.
It I were yea, I wouldn't wait that long.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James W. MadDEAR ABBY: This is for the husbaixl of "PRACTICALdox, Jr., of Mayfield, and the
LY UNTOUCHED IN TULSA": We don't believe that if he
granddaughter of Mrs. Curtis
doesn't see a doctor, his wife should see a lawyer. He
Jones Boyd, and the late Mr.
should see his nearest recruiting officer and spend a year in
Boyd, and Mr. and Mrs. James
Viet Nam. Then he would appreciate one of the finer things
W. Maddox,Sr., all of Mayfield.
in life—having his wife with him.
Isigoed 1
The groom is the son of Mrs.
FIVE GI'S AT PHAN RANGThurston Furches of Lynn
CAPT. ROBERT D. JACOBS
Grove and James Norvis
T. SGT. JOSEPH H. JOHNSON
Cathey of Paducah. Airman
S. SGT. JAMES G. GORDON
Cathey is the grandson of Mrs.
SGT. CARTER S. RICHARDSON JR.
E.C. Morton of Lynn Grove and
S. SGT. JAMES L. BARKER
the late Mr. Morton, and late
Mors year problem! You'll feel bettor if yew get It eff
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cathey of
year deal. Write to ABBY. Be: 1•708, Las Ageing, CaL
Murray.
WOW. Per a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
Preceding the ceremony, a
envelope.
program of organ selections
was presented by Mrs. Curtis
•I•kli CRS CIO 1-LIP La IAA!U ILO it.MILL
UkW'It James Boyd, aunt of the bride.
The mantel was decorated with
prism candles surrounded by
mm
magnolia leaves and gardenias.
Bride's Dress
The bride was given .in
marriage by her father before a
gathering of family and close
friends.She wore a formal gown
of parchment re-embroidered
Highway 94 East
Alencon lace. The gown was
fashioned with a gentle oval
neckline And outlined in
Monday-Wednesday-Friday 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Alencon lace that extended to
the a-silhouette of her gown.
Saturday — 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
The abbreviated sleeves of her
EMERGENCY CARE BY APPOINTMENT
gown were completely overlaid
in lace. The voluminous chapel
OTHER HOURS
train was worn watteau fashion,
Phone 753-2962
•re(Is...
IIIC I111u•1I5C1db U e1 elegantly sprayed with the
repeated Alencon lace motifs.
Seed pearls fashioned a tiara
t*******************************A
to which the bride's shoulder
length veil of re-embroidered
silk illusion was attached.
The bride's nosegay styled
bouquet was of white butterfly
roses and baby's breath, cen* tered with a gardenia, accented
One Group
:One Group
411 with tulle and satin ribbon and
*
streamer.
*
*
: Mhts Patsy Martin nerved as
maid of honor. She wore an
anide-letigth gown...of sapphire
*
*
Priced
Priced
*
* briie-vervitTlier" gown featured
*
* a portrait neckline with an
* ONE TABLE
*
waistline. Her head*
* empire
piece was a matching Dior bow.
*
* She carried one long stemmed
:
white rose, accented with white
satin streamers.
Attending the groom as best
i
man was Pat Scott of Murray.
Mrs. Maddox, the bride's
mother, wore an informal
ALL
length dress of aqua crepe
combined with chiffon. At her
shoulder she
pinned
a
phalaenopsis orchid.
Mrs. Furches chose for her
son's wedding a sky blue knit
dress with long sleeves. She
wore a phalaenopsis orchid at
her shoulder. ,
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DEAR ABBY I am a college student (male type) who
recently started going with a very dishy .frernett eachaege
student. We combine basiness with pleasure an she, also
tutors me in French [This is no gag. I pay her.]
The problem is that she lives on campus and I commute. When we-are together it is always at my place
because she lives with two other girls I call for her and
drive her home, but it is such a great distance that -we
usually pull up in front of her place in broad daylight. She
doesn't like this because she says the neighbors "talk," and
it looks bad. I told her she could eliminate that problem by
staying at my place all night, but she won't buy it.
How can I convince-her that.in_this mounts* it doesn't mean anything if a guy brings a girl home by the dawn's
early light?
,
COLLEGE MAN

-

75
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Spice.cake-is hest baked-inn
ring mold. It may then be
served with a combination of
whipped cream and marshmellows in the center.

The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Business Leaders of America
held its monthly *)peting
y, January-1174n the
school gymnasium.
After the opening rituals, Lisa
Perrin gave a reading from
Ecclesiastes 8. Miss France;
, a sponsor of the
club, explained the various
contests which the
club
membert could enter for the
-Convention.
The regional convention will
be held on March 21 at Murray
State University. This will be
tile preliminary to State Convention which will be held April
6.7, and 8 at the Seelbach Hotel
in Louisville.
Bruce B. Beck, a graduate
student from Murray State
University,spoke to the club on
differences and similarities of
the North and South.

:al Performtiup—"After
Conway
Lynn; "Betme," Porter
Parton; "I
*Acuff with
Band; "No
fohnny Cash
nd "Rings,"
laser Broth-
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nes," Floyd
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The maternal grandmother of
the bride, Mrs. Curtis Boyd,
wore a multi-colored knit dress
with blue accessories and a
'White carnation corsage. Mrs.
J.W. Maddox, paternal grandmother of the bride, chose a
grey knit with a chiffon scarf,

F
NOTES

Fashion Notes
Written by
JO CRASS
After a season of
overeating...has your body
fallen into disrepute?...It's
time to think INNER
fashions...the
subtle
shaping of which will bring
you the best looking body
around.

Miss Lyllis Jane Whitford

and WinillftriThltford; 1508 Dudley, Drive,
Mellie Hopson opened
lBOttie "Ur Me
—January
daughter, Lyllis Jane, to George E. Long II, eon of Bob Long of
meeting of the Women's Society
of Christian Servica.. of the ,Benton and the late Mrs. Long.
Miss Whitford, was graduated from Murray State University in
Russell's Chapel United
1970 and was a member of the Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority.
Methodist Church.
•
She is presently employed by the Owensboreindependent School
The new president for this
System.
year, Mrs. Lora Wilkinson
Mr. Long was graduated from Murray State University in
opened the meeting letting each
and received his J.D. degree in law from the University of Kenperson introduce herself. She
tucky in December 1971. He is a member of Sigma Chi social
also read a thank you card from fraternity and Delta Theta Phi law fraternity. He will join the law
the district officer, Mrs. L.E. firm of Lovett, Kusch,and Wible of Owensboro in March.
and a White carnation corsage.
McCord for having her attend
The wedding will take place on Sunday, April 9, at the First
Mrs. E.C. Morton, maternal the
Christmas meeting.
United Methodist Church.
grandmother of the groom,
wore a navy blue knit sweater
"He Died Climbing" was the
dress and a white corsage of title of Mrs. Mellie Hopson's
white- carnations.
spiritual part of the program.
Reception.
The objects which lay on the
Following the ceremony a lovely gold cloth were a picture
If you are one of the many
home, should be kept free of
small family reception wa*held of Christ. A single candle,and a
obstructions since blocked
at the home.
butterfly. Prayer followed by homeowners who are concerned
grills, too, snake your unit work
Serving at the reception were Mrs. Bessie Colson. This year's about total climate control in
their homes, you may be in the
harder and raise operating eosts.
Mrs. Joe David - Smith, Mrs. program chairman, Mrs. market for a heat pump. This
Removal of heat collected in
James', York, and Miss Rosezella Outland, presented device provides both heating
the attic. by using an attic fan
Samanda Maddox,sisters of the a reading. Eacii month a dif- and cooling for year-round
reduces cooling requirements bride, and Miss Gail Furches, ferent member will be in charge temperature control. And it
and costs.
If you're awayli:om home for
sister of the groom. Assisting of the program. Next month's cleans the air of pollutants and
a weekend or longer, raising
them were Mrs. Hal T. Wright lesson will he given by Mrs. controls humidity.
your thermostat setting about
and Mrs,James B. Pryor,aunts Ethel Walker;
The initial cost for a heat
10 degrees (in winter lower it)
of the bride.
pump system may be slightly
and setting fan contrAl on
New business was discussed more than conventional heating
The bride's table was covered
automatic can reduce operating
Ay
the
group.
The
*ides
and
,but
cooling.,
its
systems.
and
with a white hand embroidered
costs. If you're away for the
treasurer's
report
Wee
read.
advantages
separate
outweigh
linen cloth and featured a silver
day, set the thermostat up
Seventy-five
homeowners.
has
dollars
systems for many
punch bowl at one end with a
(back in winter) about five
four tier cake topped with already been collected for It is completely automatic, degrees and again put fan
changing over from heating to
control on automatic for quick
gardenias and surrounded by tickets sold on a beautiful aqua. cooling and hack again as the
and white quilt made by. the
return to comfort when you
greenery at the other end of the
dictates.
weather
its
season
and
reset your thermostat to
table. A three branched can- W.S.C.S. The drawing will be
held February 15 at one o'clock, At the same time, it filters out
normal.
delabra decorated with' sapdust; dirt, pollen, and other
at Mrs. Mellie Hopson's house.
excess
removes
phire blue velvet ribbons and
pollutants and
blue strawflowers was used as The money Will go for im- moisture from the air.
proving
the
schoolroom
Sunday
in choosing a heat pump
the
centerpiece. Other apat Russell Chapel Churcfi. ,
system for ycifir home, it would
pointments of silver completed
be :well to keep in mind that
the setting.
Members present were Toni
Rice bags were given to the Hopson, Rosezella Outland, economical operation del*nds
a properly -designed
guests by Miss Ginger Lynn Ethel Walker, Lora Wilkinson, on
installation. That's why, heat
Smith, niece of the bride,from a Susan Adams, Ruley Harris, pump manufacturers strongly
white wicker basket decorated Carrie Hicks, Mellie Hopson, recommend that you consult
with blue satin streamers.
Daisy Wickoff and Shirley reputable dealer or your power
distributor before making your
Miss Jill Maddox,sister of the Garland.
installiaton. Either will design
bride, kept the guest register.
Visitors were Bessie Colson, your system without charge.
Later in the evening the bride
Willoughby, Louise
and groom left for an an- 'Amble
Once your heat pump is
Short,Ruby
Kelly, Louise
wedding
trip with the
nounced
Installed, you can do a number
Somers
and
Mrs.lsolkart.
bride wearing a navy blue
of things to keep it operating
Quilt pieces were selected to economically. Clogged - filters
tweed suit with navy blue accessories and a gardenia cor- be made into another quilt to be make your unit work harder,
sold.
thus should be cleaned or
sage.
frequently. Mr grills,
Out of town wedding guests
Delicious refreshments were changed
were Mr. and Mrs. James served by Mrs. Mettle Hopson. both inside and outside the
Pryor, St. Louis, Mo.; Rev. and
Mrs. O.A. Marrs, Martin,
Tenn.; Miss Debbie Cathey and
l'litra-._Elsig Sutton, Paducah;
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Scott, Mrs.
Jim Scott, Mrs. Lestel Elkins,
Miss Debby Parker, Miss Susan
Parker, Mike Parker, Cindy
Welch, Lanny Turner, and
Buddy Bybee, all of Murray;
The 'Clean Teens held their i
Mrs.
Ballard, monthly meeting January 25 in
Robert
Lexington.
the Biology Department of
Rehearsal Dinner
School.
Calloway
_evening. Thu president,-Gary Potts,
On _. Thursday
-January 6, a rehearsal dinner called the meeting to order and
was given at the Southside welcomed the new members.
Restaurant, Murray, by Mr.
Plans were made. for the
and Mrs. Thurston Furches to
honor their son, AlC Steve February campout at the Land
Cathey and his fiance, Miss Between the Lakes. Members
discussed ideas for the annual
Suzanne Maddox.
Nature
The honored couple presented fund drive for the
Conservancy which will be
their attendants with gilts
conducted in March. Petitions
urging Governor Winfield Dunn
of Tennessee to aid in halting
construction of the Tellice Dam
on the Little Tennessee River
were passed out among
Tuesday, February J.
members.
The Murray Calloway County
Refreshments were served
Teachers Association will meet
adjourned.
at 2 p.m. at the Federal Savings and the meeting was
and Loan
Building Mrs.
New members attending were
Koska Jones will pre,.
the Anita Butterworth, Karen
program.
Crick, Danny Chadwick, Karen
Carter, Barry Darnell, Sharon
Wednesday, Februar 2
Darnall, Barry Harrison,
T'he Faxon Mothers (lob will Amanda
Hoke,
Denise
meet at the seventh grade room Morrison, and Marion Outland.
of the school at 1:45 p.ni with Guests were Randy
Redden,
the program by Mrs Janice Jean Choate, and Valerie UnStubblefield's third grade room. aerhill

Heat Pump- Controls
Climate Inside Home

February Campout
Planned By Clean
Teens At Calloway

The first of spring's
balmy breezes brings on
the navy...In coats as well
as suits—These are crispy

You'll be in for the
pleasantest of surprises
eu you add
pair *
button flies to year past
wardrobe...
real fun for a change.
You take Ike Iced by not
waiting to select your
summer clothes until the
temperature
mounts...Fashion-wise shoppers
avail themselves of the
smarter
clothes
now.. during cruise time.
Remember, fashion is
your best SOCIAL security.
Be sure to see the
collection of Talbott Knits—
perfect for now and all year
long—Size 10-18.

*Special for February'*

FREE Pickup and Delivery

College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.

Phone: 753-3852
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—11-tiffato To Choose First In
astern
College Draft Set For Today
Western
UCLA Stilt In Top Spot ow -T eti

Ashland Trails —1:11( De
-Tense —I—
Central By Four
Wins Over

By JEFFREY MILLS.
Associated Press Writer
touisville Centr_al has reBut there were indications and Baltimore 19, San Frana
tained a-slim lead over Ashland
the draft might go this cisco and CleVeland 18, Buffalo,
that
-)
UWE
"MET
(AP
Writer
Sports
Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky.
for the top spot in The Associthrough the first seven Chicago, New. England, Philaway
basketball coach
NEW YORK ( AP) - The
ated Press high school basket- KentUcky •
delphia, Mihail, Los Angeles
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Carolina vaultediato the eighth Buffalo Bills stood ready today teams:
trump
has
a
still
Adolph-Hupp
-ball fiat:- -----and Giants 17, Atlanta, CincinOhio State tumbled from
slot.
Buffalo-Patulski.
consecutive
second
For
the
to select Notre Dame defensive
his sieve
By THE ASSOCIATED
Central, in first place by sev. card two left
Moore, nati, Green Bay, Houston, KanCincinnati-Bobby
week, unbeaten UCLA has been sixth to ninth, and Brigham
ASPL-Ctalege 4
-Sket-t4111'§- - Kastern-Eentucky and West- unanimously acclaimed as the Young jumped from 13t11-40-4- end_ Walt PatuLski as the.No. 1 Oregon-tiumirig back-wide re- sas City and Jets 16, Detroit.0-n-Amiote
1-3-1
,
a
Football
threw
N
atio
nal
coach,
the
*
winningest
pidipat
ern Kentucky share the Ohio
leads Ashland by only: four
San Diego and Minnesota 15
Alabama Valley Conference basketball nation's No. 1 college basket- 10th.
League draft-and Patulski ceiver, or Royce Smith, Georpoints. centaramered its sec_ zone defense'against
and Deliver 14.
headed
the
second
Marshall
,
tackle.
team.
gia
ball
and the ea withe
stood ready to jointhem for the
game
end loss of the season Friday at here Mondaynight
One of the more interesting
Antoine,
Chicago-Lionel
The all-conquering Bruins, 16- 10 and was followed by Florida right price.
r_e,
never
quite_
Tide
-short of the halfway _point
- the- hands- -41----hourth-ranked, Crimson
discussions in pre-draft days
Louisiana.
- . .• _n i11in
Southweetern
State,
taelrte;
Oriohn
first
-place
eacelved
all
44
---7744.
—PatnIski, a Bfoot4i,
Me. tie arose iifr FasTern
Plizabethtown as four Centrel -overed as-Kentucky won
has centered around Auburn's
and Missouri. Provi- pounder rated the best athlete Reaves, Florida quarterback.
The victory, coupled with Kentucky fell to Fast Ten- votes and a whopping 860 points Hawaii
starters were suspended for
at
Jacksonville,
No.
16,
Louis-Mike Kadish, Heisin,an Trophy winning quarthis week's balloting by an dence,
in
St.
Louisiana
crop,
available
in
a
lean
college
loss
to
Tennessee's
nessee 68-66 Monday night,
reaaana----..--ma....
disciplinary
.
terback, Pat Sullivan, and the
17 and Michigan, ranked 20th, _aas_been
Notre Dame defensive tackle,
in the
fs the vVildcats-trittra while Western trimmed Murray Associated Press nationalpancLI___,____
,
Ashland's Tomcata-polled 11
ruiffier•-•Ori rn the voting, Cornell
fhe
Estteams
in
new
the
were
Jerome
or
,
broad-writers
and
Denver-Moore
Southeast 71-70. Morehead socked Ten- of sports
leading up to the draft as sayof the 24 first-place votes from half-game lead in the
ing this week.
Barkum, Jackson State wide running back Ed Marinaro. It
casters.
ing:
Conference.
nessee Tech 101-90 and Middle
,sportateriters and broadcasters-.
is_espectesi Marinaro.lekhe
Southern California leek Oa
dortl-eare
. where-1 play. I receiver.
Kentucky is 6-9 at home in Tennessee clipped Austin Peay
Last week, UCLA'**Med biggest fall, plunging from sevacrowt Kentucky, compared to
Houston-Barkurn or Riley selected before Sullivan.
lost
its
has
but
all.
But
play
don't
mind
the
cold
at
conference
Chicago Loyola 92-64 and.Notre enth to 18th after losing to
5440 in other games.
nine first place votes for CenAlso expected to go early are
Odoms,,Houston tight end.
only two road games in the
The results leave Eastern Dame 57-32, extending its two- Providence, Seattle and Santa if it's true some of the things
State running backs
tral.
Penn
Buchanan,
Bay-Willie
Green
is now 5- and Western with 4-2 confer- season winning streak to 31
I've heard about what the pros
Louisville Male held third conference. Tennessee
Clara. Minnesota in 19th place, paid top choices last year, I'm San Diego State defensive back, Franco Harris and Lydell Mit• - - -ence records. East Tennessee, games. The Bruins' last loss
place in this week's ratings, de- 2m SEC play.
team in the Top going to have to think things or Jerry Tagge, Nebraska chell, Auburn receiver Terry
Told of the LSU victory, Middle Tennessee, Morehead was to Notre Dame in Jan. was the other
spite a 64-57 loss to fifth-ranked
Beasley, defensive linemen
20
quarterback.
years and Tennessee Tech all are 3-3 1971. They have won the NC,AA
over."
Owensboro. Elizabethtown and Rupp said, "I'm only 40
Sherman White of California
rankings
from
the
Knocked
coach is while Austin Peay and Murray championship the past five
The suggestion there is that
After Green Bay, the first.
Owensboro each advanced one old now." The veteran
and Larry Jacobsen of Nebraswere Princeton, Maryland and Patulski feels the contracts of- round went like this:
in his are 2-4.
years and seven of the last Northern Illinois.
position as Louisville Manual actually 70 and probably
ka, linebacker Willie Hall of
Kentucky. ,
fered No. 1 draft choices last
1, New Orleans. 9, Jets. 10,
_ East.Tennessee led Eastern ei412t•
_dropped from fourth to sixth.' last season at
California and defensnuthern
4`Thriast-thing(MI cowarl- Keducify "difoughout the
The Top Twenty, with ftfic'-year were low and that he mlisiesoft, on -choice acquired sive backs Tommy Casanova of
. Ninth Region power CoyThe
Bruins'
performance
this
before
me
told
11,
Green
place votes in parentheses, might be forced to consider the from New England.
half, once by as much as 13
ington_Holy Cross moved up Press Maravich
and Clarence Ellis of
'I'm going to beat points. Then the Colonels took season has surprised Coach won-lost records through games Montreal Alouettes, who- hold Bay, on choice acquired from ISU
Oise space to seventh -while he .left was,
Dame. .
Notre
John Wooden
!gears (Tennessee coach Ray _command and_ wer-e_aheed
of Saturday, Jan. 29 and total the rigida to him it theCatat San Diego. 12. Chicano. 11_
__-1.1ouis_v)lle-Sliairnee, seventh a_
byvreinipeeted
to
be
good,
Philadelphia.
15,
'lle
Pittsburgh. 14,
earsI If trs the hist-tbbirtpoints on the basis of 20 for dian Football League. • East
61--5-1.-with-845 left.
week ago,slipped to tenth.
KANSAS CITY (AP)- The
said, but we've came along first,
But it isn't considered
Atlanta. 16 Detroit. 17; New Kansas-City-Chiefs- announced
for second, 16. 14, 12,
Tennessee capitalized on sevIn a tie for No. 8 this week do,"' Rupp said.
bettei
thanIanticipated.
;
II
4'
:••
•
oice
scBilireCI Mondaynight-they will play the
ht went- 't° the e-trel-Gelenel-tuenevees-te-regala.
arrtIanvillevf-thel2thRegien-,-- Hopp
protect Ronnie the lead and repel a late Colo--I-6w goed,Tdorirt know."
1. UCLA (44)
I6-0
880 stand in the way of signing Pa- from Los Angeles. 18, Cleve- Green Bay Packers in a Naaad East Carter, which has zone defense to
Wooden
said
he
would
Andrews, who nel rally.
still
2. Marquette
16-0
768 tulski. Just three drafts ago land. 19, San Francisco. 20, tional Football League exhibiposted 16 straight wins. Dan- Lyons and Jim
blte to wait until the season is
3. Louisville
15-1
664 they laid out a $300,000 contract Oakland. 21, Jets, on choice ac- tion game at County Stadium in
pacedand
by
East Tennessee was
Ile was ranked tenth last were in foul touble.
over before making a true eve- 4. N.
think it was a thunderbolt Tom martin with ut points
quired from Washington. 22, Milwaukee Sept. 9.
Carolinia
134
048 for 0.1._ Simpsop,
week and East Carter was 13th.
uatidn of his teaill,buthe said, y: Lona Beach St. 16-1
doesn't
Baltimore. 23, Kansas City. 24,
Patulski,
of
course,
boys.
519
tThe only team to drop out -of -to Abe
W-e hadn't.evell.--Bennt White with "' alerhe---"I'm exceptionally pleased
with
before the Mitchell, with 17, paced the ,ssiprogrese
perm ---12-2- 389 figure to command That midi Giants, on _ choice acquired
top ten this -week is May- talked °Wilt it
.
Finest formula _ available
- 7. Virginia
11-1- 382 as a defensive player, hut-he is -from Minnesota. 25, Miami. 26,
-- -host Cokeiels.
e, now-No.1TM the state. game," HuPF saidwithout a prescription for
such
an
outstanding
talent
that
Dallas.
Kentucky came out in tb:
9
8
.
S.
.
Carolina
_
12-3
360
Marquette, also undefeated in
Western Kentucky beat host
ere are the rankings in the
Jets,
Packers
and
he
figured
to
be
the
first
deBears,
zone to begin the seetthd
The
12-3
V8
FIGHTING
_,_ha,__
°, Murray-on TOO Stroud's bas- - 16 games, held second place in .11_
,
SU_
Asociated Press' ninth Kenand itwas newt/ four
14-2
254 fender selected No. 1-since...Bal- _with_two first-round choices,
'
inin,
11
ket one fast break with 57 sec the balloting with 768 points.
l
y high school basketball
before Alabama sewed itS 1u51 owls left and JerryDunres two
15-2
141 timore took Bubba Smith in were in good shape considering
Louisville, winner of its last 11. Marshall
of the season. Rankings
1967.
the supposedly sparse talent
field goal. Meanwhile, the Wild- free throws with 11 seconds 15 games after an opening loss, 12- Fksids St16-3
137
based on 10 points for a
however,
have
I The
Bills,
while San Diego, Los
available
cats had run off 10 points.
SW
Louisiana
13-2
124
13.
hands
18
left.
changed
third,
The
lead
moved
up
one place to
fifst-place vote, nine for secThe Tide eventually solved times in the second half.
100 been contacted by many clubs Angeles and Washington were
17-1
North Carolina, 13-2, also ad..- 14- Hawaii
alid, eight for third, etc., with
6-Way Capsule to Stop
the defense as the winginen be85 looking to pry the No. 1 choice on the outside looking in with- coughing - Decongest head,
14-2
Jerome perry, with 18 points, vanced one spot to fourth, with 15. missour1
fitst-place votes in parentheses.
gan hitting from, the corners, led Western's scoring, while Long Beach- State dropping 16. Providence
48 loose in a trade and the Buffalo out a first-round pick.
13-2
area-Relieve pain-Restore
.
Lou. Central (9)
217
but it was too late.
The Redskins, as a matter, of free breathing-Build valet17. Jacksonville
12-2
46 club was expected to be on the
Stroud and Dunn had 16 each. from third to fifth.
.
12. Ashland (11)
213
Tom Parker led Kentucky miu.ray,s Les Taylor tallied 26
11-5
33 phone talking up to the moment fact, did not have a draft selec- ance-Contro1 allergy symp•
The remainder of the Top 18. USC
174
Male
Larry stlini" to lead all scorers.
with
22
points
big
19
and
Minnesota
11-4
19 they have to announce their tion until the eighth round, and toms. Ready to go to work
.
Ten also underwent a
4. Elizabethtown (1)
141
pick.
_ have only a total kif'10 remain- NOW to bring RELIEF. per had 111. Alan House had 16
three
20.
Michigan
10-6
17
In Clarksville, Middle Ter3:
Penn
5. Owensboro (2)
- 129
8INA43PANS
leaped
Because
of
what
the
pro
for Alabama, while Jimmy 11°1- nessee led most of the way in places
ing ta the 17-rou&I selection TRY
woot_-_,_ Others receiving votes, in alsixth.
Manual_ _ „.lrL
scouts
indicate
is
a
lean
crop
two
expected
to
last
loll
added
process
14.
s
outh
phabetical
order:
Duquesne
Austin
Petty.
defeating
The
eighth to seventh•
7. Coy. Holy Cross
78
as close as 52_50 with from
Kentucky guard Kent Hollen- Guys
Fordham, Houston,- Kentucky, the pre-draft guessing was far days. .
8, (tie) Danville (1)
32
WALL-IS
DRUGS
injuries
ankle
by
plagued
beck,
The New 'orleans Baints arid
Maryland, Northern Illinois, More involved than it was last
when
John
Reid
six
seconds
left
East Carter
32
year when quarterbacks Jim the Oakland Raiders had. the
searn, apparently was lost made a free throw.
all
Oral
Roberts,
Princeton,
Syr'
10. Lou. Shawnee
. -38
season when
acuse, Temple, Tennessee, Plunkett, Archie Manning and most choices-22 each. .
He intentionally missed the
Second ten: 11. Maysville; 12. for the rent of the
Phase P13-1272
he reinjuredietione he had bro- second free throw but did not
Other club totals were: PittsTexas-El Paso, Toledo., Pacific, Dan Pastorinti went 1-2-3 as exMason Co.; 13. Franlin-SimpMURRAY
KENTUCKY
pected.
earlier this year.
burgh and Dallas 20, St. Louis
Villanova.
bit any part of the goal and the
sonL14. Greenup; 15. Warren keit
EistH-1-67TIniiii-Co.; 17. Midi- Alabama (74)
F T ball wentver-b? the Blue
solvate; 18. LOU.. Pleasure Hudson
6
1-3'
ideto
risMore forward Leonard
NAsgva.,LE, Tom.(Ap)
Mria.W (tie) Carlisle Garret
4. 2.5 13
10 RaSop
;-the prolific pIayAtiTHORIZIO DEALERS 12,CHRyst. 5
Coy:Hanes.
143W Coulter poured in 42 points and Bart stiut
rebounds
to
propel
grabbed
15
5
1_2
11
caller of the Green Bay PackOdums
7 0_1 14 Morehead past visiting Ten- ers, says he will call it quits
Hellen
3 2_3 8 nessee Tech. He hit 18 of 24 after the coming seas„ but
Ellis
2 held goals,including-13straight only if he is physically able to
Garner
AtBUFFALpIAPt°tau
..,3;_tritr7i.-flueing-one-stretehrlintimade praydiithittfie Year;
Idns, athletic director and head
G F T six of. seven free throws.
football coach at Troy State Kentucky (77)
In an interview Monday night
Parker
9 4-4 22
_
.unoi
College.in Alabama, has been sta
with The Associated Press,
6
6-7
111
ktorpn
With
Reds
named defensive backfield
Starr, 98, said the time had
4-4-2-10
mach for-the Buffalo Ms of Andrewscrricrsip/ATITAP)-=L.
crane fOrldillTo
-decide deffnite2 0-0 4
Lyons
the National Football League.
baseman Joe Morgan has ly his future as a professional
3
1-2
7
Key
Atkins was a defensive back
Cincinnati Reds .footbaltplayer.
4 24 10 signed with the
and punter for the Bills in the Holenbk
National League
for
1972,
the
It was the first time that
2 0-0 4
early 1960s. He finished his pro Drewitz
dub announced today.
Starr, the gifted Packer veterI
McCowan
o-o
career with the Denver Broncos
Morgan was obtained in an an who guided the National
Totals
31 15-17 77
In 1964.
eight-player
deal with the lions- Football League team to Super
43 31-74
Alabama
the winter Bowl victories in 1967 and 1968
Kentucky
.
41 36-77 ton Astros during
bariermil meetings. He batted had flatly acknowledged he
Happiness is...
Fouled out 'is Lyons.
would retire after the 1972 seaTotal fouls - Alabama 14, .256 last year.
son.
s time
make ThatparTechnical fouls- Andrews.
Scores Knockout
••
ticular decision," he said,
A - 11,500.
CARACAS (AP) - Betulio stressing that his brilliant caGonzalez of Venezuela, the reer would end only if his
World Boxing Council flyweight health holds up and he is able
champion, scored a six-round to play during the coming seaSAN DIEGO (AP) - Clay technical knockout over Mori- son.
Kirby, winningest pitcher. in co's Magallo Lozada in their
Starr disclosed the news
San Diego Padre history, scheduled, 10-round nontitle 'while in Nashville, Tenn., for a
rgreed to terms of a new con- fight Monday night,
speaking engagement.
tract Monday for his fourth
"There are several reasons I
.
year in major league baseball.
FIRST ROBE BOWL.
want to retire but I really don't
A
The terms to which the 23Jan. 1, 1902, marked the first want to go into them right
year-old Kirby agreed were not Rose Bowl game in history now," Starr said.
Kler, Plymouth Gold Duals,
announced. His 15-13 record played in Pasadena,- with
with gold (Or black)
The
Packer
quarterback
has
vinyl canopy roof.
Michigan
a
Padre
victory
defeating
last year was
Stanford,
been plagued by an ailing right
49-0.
CIGAR
highshoulder since the 1967 season.
He said, however, that his
<---_,-----'_('------',-- // shoulder
has improved since
surgery sidelined him last seaSon aridlrat
inferias-To give
it arugged test in April.
Of his retirement, Starr said:
"I don't see there's that
much to be made of-it," noting
that he has hinted on several
occasions that the 1972 season
would be his last as a pro. But
he added, "I guess, perhaps, I
had not made any mention of it
America's big-enough
It's a bargain that's hard to beat, because
before new."
small-enough car just became
underneath the free vinyl canopy roof,
a better buy than ever
you'll be getting all the other Duster valuer;
"I don't want to go out on a
Make a deal for your new Gold Duster that
Like room for five. An economical Slant Six
stretcher," he said. "1 want to
comes equipped with whitewalls, special
engine Mal stretches your gas dollar
1
get out when it's time, and I
wheel covers, interior vinyl trim and a few
Unibody coinstruction for rigid strength
think it's time to make that deother things we think you'll like and you'll
Torsion-bar suspension for sure handling.
cision."
also get a vinyl canopy roof free( The
And 7 different treatments to protect against rign10i/th
$14.98
Size 6-12
Though he declined to elabofactory isn't charging us for the vinyl
rust and corrosion Get your Gold Ouster
rate on long-range plans, Starr
canopy roof on a Gold Duster; so, we
now, with a free vinyl canopy roof. We challenge
any
did say he has always thought
don't have to charge you
e
aw
other dealer in town to top it
and dreamed about coaching.
The 15-year veteran said he
originally planned to retire in
1968.
"I had intended to retire aft- PAA
er our second Super Bowl"But
then Coach Lombardi retired
and I didn't.think it *as appro.
*nate for me to leave at that
607 So. 4t1
Street
:
,.,
( •
,\ nninivnt since we didn't have a
301 So. 4th Street
young quarterback to step in."
•

Crimson Tide

r

-first

E

COUGHS and
COLDS

got

Bart Starr Plans
To Retire After
1972 Grid -Season - '

Atkins Named To Post
BAT

Top off your
Gold Duster deal with
a free vinyl canopy
roof.

Kirby Signs Contract

KING
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• Middle School
Takes Win MT
MaeieId Cards

s y array,
n-Stifieakeirlifonchw Night

, By

MIKE BRANDON
The Murray Middle Schoolera
Murray enjoyed as much as a
By MIKE BRANDON
Les Taylor, making his first Murray connected on 25-54 for a
traveled to Mayfield last night
seven
point
Ledger
&
lead
in
Times
Sports
the
first
start
since being sidelined for .463. Murray won the rebounWriter
half
and split two contests with their
Western Kentucky's Jerry that saw the lead exchange three weeks with a broken ding department with 42 caroms
hosts._ The __seirenth._graders
Iree hen& five dines. Weetern went finger, playeea-rnarvelous to just 26 for W
dropped'a 33-7$ decision while
throws
seConds
left ahead with 3:43 left in the half game in a losing effort.
with
just
11
Western is now 4-2 in thethe eighth graders defeated,
in the pime to give the as Rex Bailey converted two
Taylor fired in 26 points and conference while the Racers
Mayfield 46-29.
Hilltoppers a 71-70 win over the charity tostes.... tn give the pulled down 11 rebounds as the drop to a 2-4 mark.
-Ths-seventh- graders jumped
-Murray State Racers last night. Bowling Green men a 33-31 lead. Racers almost pulled the game
Murray takes a break
to a 19-11 Kist half lead and
The first half ended with out of the fire in the closing from conference play by
The visiting Hilltoppers were
never trailed until the final
leading 69-68 as Dunn stepped to Murray trailing 37-33. Western seconds. Steve Barrett fired in hosting Parsons College
minutes of the fourth quarter.
the line and connected on both fired home 16 of 29 floor atempts 15 points in one of his best Thursday night. The freshman
The toss was the first in fiveends of the bonus situation. -for a blazing. 552 clip over the -performances of the season; contest at 5'.30 pits the Baby
games for the seventh graders.
Steve Barrett pulled Murray to first half. Murray managed 13- Marcelous Starks and Ron Racers against Coahorna Junior
Lindsey Hudspeth led the locals
within one by swishing a 30 „7.30-for*.433 mark. The Racers Williams also scored in double College.
in scoring
14 points.
footer with four seconds onfrehouncled
the
taller figures with 10 Points apiece.
The eighth 'graders used
Hilltoppers 21-12.
remaining.
Starks grabbed 10 rebounds for Western
37 34-71
reserves much of the time in
33 37-76
Taylor led Murray with 11 Coach Cal Luther's Thorough- Murray
The Racers managed to call
warm
disposing of their hosts for the
points while Shroud and Perry breds. Mancini rounded out the
tirneout with two seconds
is
Player
dale _ anna re te
second time this season.
2-3
4
Stroud
.. 541
remaining but Western was had the same for Western.
scoring attack with nine points. Tony
4 IS
las 2-3
Jerome Perry .
Murray stretched a seven point
Davis
. 1-4
1-2
1 3
able to use up the time and the
Western upped the margin to
Jerome Perry, 6-4 senior Terry
1.3
4 1
Granville Burton 3-3
first quarter lead to a 32-12
.. 6.13 4-8
Murray fans -left in great as much as six points in the forward, netted 18 for the Jerry Dunn
2.3 1 1:
.. #7
Rex Bailey
halftime advantage and
disappointment.
opening minutes of the final half Hilltoppers to pace the win. 64- Danny
Johnson ... 0-1
04 • 0
1 1
1-1
Ray Bowerton . 0-0
coasted the rest of the way to
Murray was clinging to a 66-63 before the Racers came back to Jerry Dunn and 6-2 Tony Shroud
team rebounds
gain the
•.71
MILSI,
lead with three and half minutes take their first lead of the half, each scored 10 for Wester* _ Totals
The eighth grade Tigers are
frare 0 RI
Pla yer
left in the contest before the 46-45, with 15 and a half minutes while outstanding 6-2 guard Rex Steve
.. 7-10
1-1
Berndt
now 5-2 on the season after the
left in the game.
2-14 411U
Hillto
.
ppers
tarted
Les Taylor
the
all
Bailey
contributed
10
points
to
win Iasi night. Bob wilder and _ MARK UP FOUR POINTS-These two layups, within 29 seconds of each otherielhefirst half of
344
.
Ron Williams
Ace seem-_Dam kit_virfuur --The is
34
:
-sin Mancini
-mfd-TramMurray-Western game, put the Racers in front by 7 points, 15-8, wWelt was the largest
Marvelous Starlu 411 34 10 10:
straight points ant the exchange,hands 18 times before
Western finished the evening Steve Brown
-Sir --127,•
scoring with 16 and 14 points point spread held by either team throughout the game.At left is the Racers'6.8, uolusame guard, }Whoppers took the lead, 67.66 Western's Dunn put-the pine with a .527 mark from the floor, Mark House _ 1-4 04 1 •
Jam rehouses
fur
Coac
t
ebaries—Steve
Barrett
tilli,
and
at
rightis-44senier
forward,
Bill
Manehii
OWrespectively
sem soots IS
-W2:13
w
=
.ot_ving-,on the-doch. on the lc** the HI11_4orrs. coming on 29-55 attempt!.
,Bffiene httleateheon
--Reed's eighth graders.
'
Steve BaireirTame
The eighth graders travel to
from nowhere to pick off an
South Marshall a week from
inbounds pass and scored with
Thursday to meet the freshman
132 left to play in the pressure
reserves while the high school
peeked contest.
yearlings
tangle with the_.,_
Stroud pet Western-beck on
N.Y. (API
-ROCHESTER,
regular Rebel frosh squed.
top with 57 tieeMds left by
Seventh Grade Scoring )71-TrY11"-thelewel-enen'sted
scoring on a layup to give the
Lee '1YeHickok ,Belt for size, Le
Simi 7, Hudspeth 14, Rollins 3,
By MIKE BRANDON
himself "super
'Toppers a 69-68 advantage and
vin°,,r
Wells. andscering(46).:_
Perry 3, Lane
For the first time this season contest Thursday night against set the scene for the final hectic
2
ed
anwed te keep cum_
Grade
__Eighth
ecrahoma Junior College. seconds.
peting in pro -golf tournaments a falllanwe watched theildarraY Garnetime is 5:30 p.m.
Boone 2, Frank 14, Wilder 16, for "several years more."
State freshman perform and the
Murray had several chances
Western
33 51-86 to regain the lead but Taylor
by
Hibbard 7, Thurmond 1, Adams
responded
Baby
Racers
sporting
a
The $30,000 belt,
32 58-90 and Starks missed on attempted
Murray
2, McDougal 2 and Tabers 2.
glittering lipckle big as a pie taking a 90-86 decision over the
26, tip ins and the Hilltoppers got
Western(86)-Allison
Kentucky.
Western
yearlings
of
plate, was presented to Trevino
Gampfer 20, Arrington 10, the ball. Murray was forced to
witnessed
the
noisy
crowd
•
A
here
in a .testirnonial dinner
young Racers jump to a 17-6 Taylor 5, Bundy 22, Watkins 1 foul the Hilltoppers' Dunn, who
Monday night.
advantage
before the Hilltopper and Frazier 2.
turned into the hero by making
The belt, sponsored by the
Murray(90 )-Adell 27-, the free throws for the 'Toppers.
•
take
came
back
to
freshmen
Rochester-based Hickok ManuJamison 16, Colemln 24,
Indiana In
lecturing Co.,. symbolizes the their first lead of the evening, 'Redman 10, Kelley 10 and -•# The Racers were in commandof the contest over the first 10
af ct that 165 sports writers,28-v with 2:57 to PleY in the Roney 3
mtnutes of the hallgame.halfprolesvoted Trevino the top
The first half ended with
Last 'Night sional athlete of 1971.
Although he called the belt a Western holding a slim 33-32
By The Associated Press
lead over Murray-.
"dream come true,'
- The-Virginia Squires learned said he still considers himself a
In the second half the fans
the hard way that Bob Neto- rookie" beside the likes of responded to the Baby Racers
licky bears watching on the "
as if they were watching the
Jack Nicklaus.
basketball court.
Nicklaus varsity playing. The fans
Trevino,
who.
like
• IndianiegNetolicky had aver32,, noted that Nicklaus ha -10-111ad with every &laid that
aged a mere seven points in is
Most sports have a "magic ,Cemido, Paul Harney, and,
competing since he was the freshmen made.
been
two previous Annican.11asket-,
Murray tied the game up number.”
career
tbalWe It-or not,. Sam Snead..
pro
while
II,
his
,usen
egateata
,ttair
boll Assoeia
several times over the final half
the elpressicin enters 4in- ikkaon Rudolph was just $109
sPans barely 4% years,
against Virginia, giving the
lo the Hickok balloting, Tre_ but did not take the lead until versations, for example, near Igehind Knudson. More money
Squires little cause for concern
eine. beat such figures as Ka.. the 7:15 mark when Ronnie the end of major league than -that has ridden on the
Monday night.
they learile4,_ree_m_Atidiik.hihbar:,_. the mil. Redmen scored on a tip to give baseball races when a pennant giggle Swing of _ii gen Anti.
eiintendir needsr a certain -Dick LOtrwas $642 oUt of the
watifiee- Bucks' center; Joe the Willis crew a 67-66 lead:- - their lesson Netolicky scored 26
or op- top 60.
Western came back two number. of wins
points and snared 20 rebounds Frazier, world heavyweight
What does it mean? If you're
boxing champion, and Roberto minutes later to knot the score ponent'elfosses - to secure a
in leading the Pacers to a 123division [lag.
a
Dick
Lotz,it means you must
took
the
Murray
at
71
apiece.
pirates'
Clemente, Pittsburgh
11512.kunpfrover,vi1ginia,:
Pro golf hasa magic number, qualify or get a. sponsor's
lead for good as Mae Coleman
In the night's other Mk- outfielder
'
sent home a 211 looter with 502 too, but it's not the "top ten" exemption in all but the 10
e- The-Mexican-Ameriesa-from
0-Beefy-tzei-ied
game-,--zewleft to put the Baby Racers on that probahly jumps into your tournaments in which Dick
argue
" El Paso was quick to
mind.
Lotz placed high in 1971.
points and snared a career-high
that golf is as tough a sport as top 73-71. Roney added two free
The top ten is synonymous
"It meads," Lott says, "I
27 rebounds as the Utah Stars any other.
. throws- while Jamison con- with golf's leading moneywill have to play rni golfing
crushed the Carolina Cougars
to
give
charity
toss
tributed
a
for
Take the Dallas Cowboys,
makers on the tour, hence the year around my exemptions
lt5-115.
the Racers a five point adinstance.
Netolicky canned two straight' "1 think I'm moiw of an ath- vantage, their biggest lead of rapid association, and, whether and only take time off on the
you followed pro golf in the weeks before I have an
field goals at the end of the lete than anrof those ger," he the second half.
sports page or were on the tour exemption.
third period and poured in eight
Western pulled to within one, and followed Jack Nicklaus to
said. "Some of those 'Dallas
"I'm a golfer who misses
'more points early the fourth players probably
TAYLOR RETURNS TO FORM-Playing in only his second game since breaking a bone In his
even 83-82 with 1:52 left, on a bucket the pay window, you know he very few cuts," Lotz says, so
stanza to erase an 83-811 Vir- get -into the Super Bowl, but by Ed Gampfer.But six seconds
hand three weeks ago, Murray State's Les Taylor returned to the form he displayed earlier in the
earned an all-time high of getting an exemption in the
ginia lead. The Squires' Charlie they got $25,000 apiece."
later T. C. Jamison scored on a $244,490.50 in 1971.
season by ripping the nets for 26 points on 9 of 14 field goals and 8 of 11 at the free throw line.
first few weeks of the 1972 tour
Scott led all scorers With 37
But if you were a tour player would be a psychological boost.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
"I pay my own way and I three point play and the Racers
points.
there was another "magic
But more than psychological
don't take off six months a clung to a four point lead.
"Our domination of the year, either," be added.
Allison hit two free tosses for number." The magic number boosts are at stake.
boards was of course the-bigBeing exempt means a golfer
Trevinos golf earnings last the Hilltopper freshmen with 1 for tour pros was 60, because
gest key to the game," Utah year were $231,224.
1:41 !eft to make it 8644. But any golfer who finished among can rest or practice on Monday,
roach LaDell Anderson said.
Darnell Adell scored four points'- the top 60 official fnoney the day others are qualifying,
"I'm also pleased with our 35
in the closing minutes in putting winners in 1971 got the best and the practice round will be
assists, which is better than
Christmas present of all - on the tournament golf course.
the game away for Murray.
we've been doing."
"They were a fine ballclub," automatic exemption in Not all qualifying rounds are
Utah outrebounded the Coufreshman mentor Kayo Willis Professional Golfers' held on tournament sites.
- -There's one more important
gars 78-48 and every 'Star
said. "Adell played one of his Association tournament.
Boma* ivilkink our competition represents
Those who fail to make the reason. If a golfer shoots a 74 or
scored, with Willie 'Wise acbetter games and T.C.
top
60
must
with
go
out
and
run
75
and
fails
to
qualify,
he
packs
counting for 23 and four players
more of a threat to you than it does to us, we're going
(Jamison)came through with a
the rabbits and try to squeeze up,checks out of the motel, and
hitting 14 each
fine defensive job. I was par- into one of the precious few heads for the next town There
to help you sort them out.
ticularly pleased with the way remaining tournament berths is no pay day.
we broke their press," con- by playing in a qualifying
Us
Your Family
But if a golf,--r has already
East
eluded Willis.
round.
qualified, a 74 or 75 in a tourin the world. Most
We're H & R Block,' with over 6,060
greatest
people
The
Temple 53, Drexel 46
Indeed, /),dell did play a fine
Nicklaus, Lee Trevino and nament doesn't mean another
conveniently located offices manned
. of the time. Unfortunately, most of the
St. John's, NY 86, -Rhode game.„The 5-11guartfiredihr. -Arnold Palmer-won --trained-tax
y-dayireeitlie-canstilf --Ltime--doesn't-irielnele-ineeine--tax-timih---bo--thousanda-of
Island 15
'
pointS in leading all scorers for $200,000 in 1971, and 10 more pick up a few bucks by playing
preparers who eat, sleep, and drink inBecause the last thineyciu need when
St. Roney. 90, So. Fla. 74
-you're doing your taxes is an aunt who come tax returns. People )who set out to
the evening. Mike Coleman pros won over $100,000.
solid golf in any of the other
save you money and much of the time
took an accounting course just before
Niagara.38, Dayton 69
• fired in 24 to take second place
That still left guys like Torn rounds.
do it. The cost? Fees start at $5 and the
she dropped out of college. Or a father
NO. 111. 106, Buffalo 86
honors. Big T. C. Jamison Shaw ($96,220), Bob I,unn
Being familiar with who's
average cost was under $12.50 for over
who thinks how much money you make
Miss. 82, Springfield 65
contributed with 16 while Kelley ($83,892), Ray Floyd $79,6071, currently in the top 10 is all
7'million customers we served last year.
and what you do with it is something
Northeastern 79, Thfts 61
and Redtnon each scored 10. Bob Rosburg ($56,044) and the right for golf fans.
the rest of the leanly should know
Furthermore, if your return is audited
Cent. Mich.89,'Buffalo St. 81
The golfers, however, witch
Roney rounded out the scoring other .42 squeezed between
about.
we will accompany you, at no extra
George
them
and
above
the
top
60
South
with three points.
cost, to the Internal Ft-even-tie Service
Your Plolakbors
Making the top 60 is a
LSU 636.-Tennessee 62
Coleman pulled down -17 KntRISOfi, Who just made the
and explain how your return was premild-mantgpe.
The
the
You
know
step.
Kentucky 77, Alabama 74
rebounds for Murray while tap 60.
pared, even though we will not act as
who
next
door
salesman
shoe
nered
Butif your name was Mason
It could lead to big bucks.
your legal representative.
'Cincinnati 65, Wm.& Mary 52 Jamison grabbed 13. .
mathematical
turns
into
a
suddenly
Thiene-82, Indiana St. 80
• The Baby Racers are how 10-4 Rudolph-he finished 61st, just
And everyone is eligible to receive our
genius just about the time income tax
Peosioners 72 years Old and
West. Ky. 71, Murray St. 70
on the season after dropping a behind Knudson, with $41,292 in older on _ Veterans Adyear 'round service which is covered by
is due. He knows all the angles. Some
Lotz,
or
our orie time lee. No extra charge for
9049 contest to the freshmen of earnings - or Dick
of which even the Internal Heeenue
Miss. St. 82, Georgia 58, OT
George Johnson, or Juan Chi- ministration rolls during two
help with audits, estimates, or tax
Service doesn't know about yet. And
Virginia 62, Clemson 58
Middle Tennessee and the (hi) Rodriguez, well, you have
i.secutive years no longer
questions.
he's willing to share them with you,
MarYland 66, N.C. St. 65
conquest of the Western Fresh- to qualify in the-round or in one hiive Id file annual income
"Just to be neighborly."
We know the people we've just told you
Florida St. 109, Pan Am. 83
men last night.
question-naires, but still must
of two other ways. "
about will do your income tax return
Jacksonville 91, Furman 90
You
The Baby Racers will be in
The most sire ticket is to report..changes in income.
for less than we can but we don't think
et.m..•••••••
Mississippi 86, Florida 72
action in the preliminary have played well enough to
Your own worst enemy. All year long
you can -afford them
book,
but
South Ala. 94, South. _Miss. 73
• you can't balance your check
DR.SCHWEITZER
have made the , cut the week
DON'T LET AN AMATEUR DO
that doesn't stop you. Armed with your
On Jan. 14, 1875, famed misEast Tenn. St. 68, East. ky.,
UT-Arlington tll, Trinity 60
before or to win a tournament.
W-2's. a few reams of paper and a couple
Halt BLOCK'S JOB.
sionary
doctor
Albert
SchTexas Alig; 102, E. Texas St.
sponsor's
66
Another is to get a
of gallons of coffee you bravely attack
weitzer
_
was
born
in
France.
Midwest
exemption, and there are a
that stack of forms..You may be taking
Sul Rees 85
deductions you're not entitled to, and
Oklahoma 62, Arkansii:s St. 53 • MOMorrY
number-a large number - of
Far West
'entitled to deductions you're not talc;
name* players who finished out DON'T GET UP NIGHTS!
' Cleveland St. 83, Bowling .
it takes Just Mk and 12 -boor, te
ing. So, should you be doing your own
Utah St. 96, California 87
of the top 60. Besides Lots, store
Green 80
The income tax people.
your nutmeg hack at
taxes?
West. New Mex. 05, Santa Johnson or Rodriguez, you'll
DePaul 80, Wis. Milwaukee 79
ra
find Jim Wiechers' name there-- 1.4 joins, turning, frogueot or scant*
Butler 88, Ball State 86
'
0044 9 A.M.- 7 P.M. Weekdays, 9-3-See.
•
take gentle BUKETS 3-tabe-a•
saadmamSeattle Pacific 89, Puget The same with Lionel Hebert, lbw,
Phone 751-9204
dog treatonoot. Help nature Meek kidRoy Pace,Bob Dickson, Orville Musa regulate
NOW at
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
Main at 7th 'Street
Oral Robts 112, Wm. Jewell &Rind 79 "
Moody, Doug Sanders; Ron
. Denver 98, So. Colo. St. 82
92
,
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Trevino Awarded
Honor Hickok Belt

Murray State Frosh Win
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And now a word about
H&R Block's competition.

Monday's
College
Basketball

big
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Goit'fennis-no
ol' Dad's attention
Just abouthe time Dear Old
- Dad is rubbt the footballs
....fof his eyes, along come two
more weekend television sport*
extravaganzas.
You guessed it: pro golf and
--tennis-with all-the trimmings;
top names'E. boll sports and
Iota of money on the line for the
So if mother__ in Shinidiuyik
terms of restoring SaturdaySunday communications with
her spouse and getting the front
lawn.innwed.hesides,she had
best look over the upcoming
weekend T1./..sports menus and
plan accordingly.
Apparently she hest little luck
during the fall and winter football season, but then the lawn
grows slowly in those months
anyhow.
All three major networks
have scheduled big-name go!'
tournaments for the _1972 ses-i
a
11:1
son. NBC and CBS have tacked
on a,ka.01 weekend IlLsPo
ult'Classic winning comfor tennis, a venerable sport binations as Gene Littler and
that is catching on in television.. Ken Still; Al Geiberger and
Not only is tennispbotogenic„it --Deve-fltbekten-who -worr-tura is repining much of its earlier years-running;_aun_Snead and
stature as a participant compeGardner Dickinson; Dave
titivesport_as.well
Man aM- Tommy Jacobs;
_ .The._traditionaL._CHS.__Gnif
amine,now beginning its ninth Bruce pew
season, offers $225,000 in prize Don January and Paul Harney.
CBS also will screen the two
money and will run for 16 weekerds. Afield of 32 top pro golf- final rounds of the new $260,000
ers, paired into 16 teams,'is Jackie Gleason-Inverrary
competing. The winners will Classic- -Fele-16-27 at Miami
divide $70,000 between than. Beach, Fla,the comedian's _
The classic, taped earlier, runs adopted home town. Richest
an hour each Saturday or Sun- tournament on the 1972 pro
day, depending Kt where- You- tour, it Is one of the reasons
live,for 16 weeks.The-tied:day,- t0tte1972pro golf-put-set KM'
36-hole finals are scheduled for total $7,439,000, an all-time
Saturdays, April 15 and 22.
high, compared to $7,097,000 in
Toni Weiskopf and Bert Yan- 1971.
cey are 1970 defending chamWinner of the Gleason-Inverpions. Before that there were rary event will take home

NoW"

EN

Finally, he recommended

*4. More--Hazardous T

CHICAGO,-"Whoever said
that 'getting there is half the
fun'. never drove through a
blinding snow storm or inched
his way up an icy mountainhighway All„IlitAltilDIC,'.1 saYs
Ross G. Wilcox, Executive
Secretary ofthe Safe WhiterDriving League.
"Unfortunately, that
_beautiful white stuff that makes
skiing possible can make
driving virtually impossible.
Many a ski trip has been utterly
ruined by miserable driving
conditions, or worse yet, by a
traffic accident enroute," he
"ISaffic_ tie-ups and skid•virecks...can make the most
ardent skier wish he'd stayed
.„,. home."
He pointed out that few skiers
are deterred by bad weather.
Once a trip has been planned,

-check" before heading for the
the real ski buff is going ahead, Wilcox,"be sure your tires have stopping and pulling ability an, slopes. "Be prepared for an
the more snow the better! So the good treads. Good treads are glare ice, particularly when emergency situation that could
develop. Your check-list of
only sensible answer lies in
important at any time of year, used on all four wheels."
advance trip preparation, but especially when driving on
For the ultimate in winter-—emergency items should inleasing sure your car is ready snow and ice. Better yet, for traction, the council's testi elude a shovel, a bucket of sand
the_twor_st ,that ettlter PA!. pulling through snow, con- have shown that tteinforced tire or rock-salt, a tow chain,
1FRIgter have to offer. This meansmore ventional snow tires offer a chains far out-perform anything jslaRiqrs, -Sainty
*1811 ifte-81861- -"wintartetale!-- -substantial improvement, else. They provide from four ta_.....rahles, tire chains, Ofires and
and tune-up. It means paying
although they are of little or no seven times the pulling ability emergency lighting equipaient
special attention to your help in stopping on glare ice, of regular tires for climbing icy with fresh batteries.
"Good equipment combined
vehicle's traction eqnipment- _Air-cording to tests by _the grades or pulling through deep
tires, snow tires and tire National Safety CounctrIr'erlow. So even though you use withcommon-iieriedriVing can
emerge
Committee on Winter Driving —Kiwi tires or studs, it's a good helrskiers to get their thrills on
equiphient.
Hazards. Studded snow tires, on precaution to take the tire the slopes instead of the
highways," Wilcox concluded.
"At the very least," said the other hand, improve both chains along.

Name Search
Underway At
•
Louisville U.

it
$52,000.
On April8 and 9, CBS as
usual will telecast the final two
tatewicie search is un_foundrouthe_preatiginu
swarm mastem_at Augusta. derway to solve the case of the
Ga., for the first time without missing namesSeveral dozen nanses=are the ititt- of the-tournamenri
founder, Robert-Tyre Jones. -*--raissing - at the -University-et'
The only man ever to win the Louisville. Building names.
British and American Amateur Leeture hall names. Even
and Open Championships in a campus names.
single year for a grand slam,
There are, for example,
Jones died recently in Atlanta several unnamed buildings in u
of L's new Health ScienCes
It the age of 61
NBC kicked off it& throundner Center. One U of L campus is
pro golf circus with,the annual often
by
the
known
Bing Crosby Pro-Am final two
ge°graPhicallY
at Pebbk
15 and
rounds
Hope notably 'unromantic, name of
Beach, Jan.
calif.
The16Bob
East Campus. Other buildings
Desert Classic from Palm
the years
Springs, Calif. - with Vice have been known over
President Spiro Agnew playing by names describing their uses.
U of L officials hope to change
perilously again if he can make
it - is scheduled for televised the name-shortage condition.
rounds Saturday and Sunday,' And the statewide appeal is part
of the move. As Woodrow M.
Feb. 12 and 13.
The network also scheduled a Strickler, Uof L president, put it
third big-name tourney, the t:ecently:.
"We are seeking to enroll the
final two rounds of the new
Dean Martin-Tucson, Ariz., imaginations of all KenOpen from Tucson's National tuckians. We hope suggestions
Golf Club Saturday and Sun- for niMes will come from
- _- throughout the State: We
day; Jan. 22 and at
Television coverage of the promise that all suggestions
final holes Sunday will precede will be carefully considered."
NBC's telecast of the National
When suggestions are
Pu
Football League AFC-NFC Pro received,they will go to U of L's
Bowl Game from the Les Ange- -recently formed committee •on
les Colisearn.
crietions and memorials:
laculty, alumni, •
tuci- rite
-1v72-0117tesi
ABC-116a
tour s''4dule Jan. 25-30 with trustees and staff members are
the Andy. Williams-San Diego represented pn the group, which
Open over the long, seaside is headed by Miss Evelyn
Torrey Pines course. It will be Schneider, former U of I.
followed by the final rounds of
the Hawaiian Open Feb. 5-6; librarian.
Committee members stress
Tournament of Champions
April 22-23 at La Costa, Calif.; that they are open to
the Byron Nelson Classic at suggestions. They are avoiding
- -Dallas, Tex., April 29-30, and rigid -ground rules for the first
.the Coke* SationfiCait-Fart. suggestion precess. Instead,
thefialk in general-fern:us that
Worth May 12-13.
There will be other televised one poseible naming approach
weekend tour events later in might include famous Kenthe season. All the networks tuckians, well-known names
emphasize there may be from the state's history, or
changes or additions to their similar starting points.
No geographic restrictions
schedules.
NBC will dominate the refur- exist for the names search.
bished TV tennis format, but Committee members stress
CBS is getting interested, too. that persons from Paducah to
It will televise the CBS Tennis Ashland-and all points in betClassis beginning Sunday, May ween-are encouraged to make
21, and each Sunday thereafter the suggestions.
through the finals, Aug. 27. CBS
Officials ask that the name
also will screen the U.S. Open suggestions be sent to the Office
Tennis Tournament- Sept. 9-10. of the President at U of L.
But NBC's 1972 tennis fare is
more ambitious. It has slated a
series of eight live tournaments
beginning Sunday, Feb. 20 at
Toronto, Canada, and running
through May 14 at Dallas.
Seven tournaments will carry prize money of $50,000, with
110,000 to the winner. The DalNASHVILLE, TENN.las finale will offer a purse of
$100,000, with $50,000 to the win- Kuhn's Big K Store Corp. announced recently that although
ner.
world championship Tennis, its earnings for the year ended
Inc., has scheduled 20 tourna- Dec.31, 1971 had been projected
_year., with.$L, at _OITA $1.20 per share, the
million in total prize money, Company now expects that
but there is only air time for the earnings per share will not
exceed $1.09, based on the
eight. The TV schedule:
Mediterranean styling— model 3463 .Contemporary and
Feb. 20 -Toronto
Toronto (indoors); weighted average number of
Early AmericansrYies available also YoUr choice
March 5 - Miami (outdoors); shares outstanding.
YOUR CHOICE OF
March 19-Chicago(indoors);
Jack W. Kuhn, president, said
April 9 - Houston (indoors); that although the year-end audit
THREE STYLES
pril 23-Charlotte, N.C.(outhas' not been completed, it
It's really a stereo in disguise! You'd never
doors); April 30 - Denver (in- appears the company exguess that there's a pull-out 20-Watt (EIA music
doors); May 7 - Las 'trips perienced costa during the year
power) radio-phono behind those doors. Or a six'
(outdoors) and May'14 - Dal- which were approximately
las 'outdoors).
speaker omni-dimensional sound system concealed
$300,000 higher, than an The best of the world pro ten=
behind the grille work (projecting - sound in all
ticipated.
nis
fraternity
will
compete
in
directions). Or enough space to store 20 record
Of the 1300,000, Kuhn sail,
Some-or
all
of
the
CBS
and
NBC
albums, But there is. It's a sort of hide-a-stereo.
approximately
$125,000 Was
screenings, headed by AusMagnavox makes infor people who believe a great,
tralian Rod Laver, the only caused by excess shrinkage,
stereo should be heard but not necessarily seen.
million-dollar winner in pro about $100,000 was due to higher
Also save on Color Stereo Theatres, Color TV,
tennis. Seeking to dethrone him than projected freight charges,
other Stereo Consoles and 'Component Syswill be Americans Arthur Ashe, and approximately $75,000 Was
teme, Radios, Tape Recorders and MonoBob Lutz, Marty Riessen and caused by excessive markDennis Ralston; Lever's fellow downs due principally to unchrome TV during these Annual Sales.
Australians John Newcombe, seasonably warm weather
Rosewall,_ Tony__ Roche- _during the fourth quarter.
Roy Emerson and Fred Stolle;
Mark Cox of-Britain; Tom OkCRIPPLED CHILDREN
ker of_The Netherlands; Nikki
Pilic of Yugoslavia; Cliff DrysSince the first .Shrine
dale of South Africa; Andres Hospital was started in 1922,
Gimeno of Spain; -Ismael El more than $122 million has-been
of Egypt, and Thrben spent to help nearly 300,000
Phone .153-7575 Shaff
DixieJand Center
Ulrich of Denmark.
•
.
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WESTINGHOUSE **:
THE
ON
TODAY
AlSAVE
WANTING:
BEEN
YOU'VE
APPLIANCE
\

LEACH'S MUSIC
and TV

'51"
SAVE
...on this superb Magnavox
DRUM TABLE solid-state
stereo FM/AM RadioPhonograph that looks as
great as it sounds!

,

_

*
.
1 4

46

#

4

. •

• et eh
1111

le

Westinghouse
Front-Loading
Convertible Dishwasher

Westinghouse 14 Cu. Ft.
Frost-Free
Refrigerator-Freezer
•131 lb. capacity freezer
•Only 30 inches wide'
•NO-Position shelf
• Full width, full depth shelves
• Egg storage, buffer Wirier, vegetable crisper

• Double wash cycle
• Multi-level washing action
• Porcelain-on-steel interior
• Self-cleaning filter
• Lift-oft cutting board top

LEACH'S MUSIC
and TV

-

e•

•

4

Technical
very abrupt
spheric pre
temperaturi
disturbance
sound wave
Sturtevai
long ago thi
developed
acoustical I
exhaust pip
gine. By pla
metal ring
agarattatesCalTech en€
their effects
tie generate
Sturtevan
the shock v
three-inch
for a motor

Model LS200P

Model SC300M
Model RT141M
- -

•

Westinghouse Mini-Mate
- .3v-Wory'Agitator Washer
•3 wash time selections
•Only 2910" H. 30" W, 18" D
•Completely portable rolls anywhere
• Spiral ramp agitator
.
• optional woodgra-in or
antique
decorarbr top

Big K Projects
Yearly Earnings

Now $298

Noise, as
quick to poii
. eOentY,
"No matl
ride," corn
Romero of
ways have
me to get th
ernoi"
*Noise has
.for off-roe(
"We corn
fields to esc
the cities,"
bile owner
like to take
drive out ti
where and
wake up. Bi
machine tt
even bother
folks for ge
Help may
to quiet ck
noises. An
neer from t
bite of Ted
on 8 progri
racket from
even the sir
.
gines.
Bradford
soned that
racketinake
is the occ
waves with
itself. His I)]
up the sin
source -ran'
muffle the

60"
AM

Model-KF338
Model DE570

Westinghouse 30" Range
with Self-Cleaning Oven

WestinghouseCross-vane
Tumbling Action Dryer
• Cross-vane tumbling

• Self-cleaning oven
• Automatic
timing center
• infinite
heat
• Optibnal No controls
Turn Speed -Broil'
• Plug-out
surface units
• interior oven
light

•Auto Dry setting
• kow Heat setting
•Safety Start button

N..,

You can be sure

Nationwide

if its

Model FU181

Westinghouse 18 Cu. Ft.
Upright Freezer
• interior light
• Exterior signal light
• Slim-wall design
• Four fast-freeze shelves
• Built-irrinteriorr light

Westinghouse

WOOYC,I 11111rrOr
,are Ivailabi. at ill,(Jeerers P,,,.1 snow, are
rnanulaCrufer I sufgrosied rertan once' only

PURDOM'S INC•
202 So. 5th Street
••••—.

areleme

"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"

Phone 753-4872
9
.

• ..

Pattern
sewing,
Zig-Zag
stitch

$34
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-MOTORWAYS-

Noise hat'heconie-a- rifoblefh— iliielleli compared with about
for off-road enttnetiest3, too.- 110 decibels for a discotheque's
"We come out to the snow- output."
fields to escape the pollution of
He explains that the problem
the cities," points out snowmo- of controlling noise frost twobile owner Floyd Buckner. "I stroke motorcycle, snowmobile
like to take off before dawn and and chain saw engines is much
drive out to the middle of no- more difficult than from autowhere and watch the world mobiles because in a twowake up. But when I fire up my stroke machine the exhaust
machine the noise it makes and explosion occur almost
even bothers me. I don't blame simultaneously, whereas with a
folks for getting upset."
conventional four-stroke enHelp may soon be on the way gine the exhaust takes place
to quiet down those exhaust one 'stroke of the piston after
noises. An 'aeronautics engi- 16
—eiplosion.
neer from the California Instiv..The National Highway Treftute of Technology is launched :
on a program to hush up the fie Safety Administration is
racket from such machines iukt proposing a ban on all substaneven the siren scream of jet en- dard tires now sold on the market-with such designations as
_
Bradford Sturtevant rea- "unsafe for highway use." It Is
soiled that one feature all the the NHTSA's contention that
racketmakers have in common although the tire manufacis the occurrence of shock turers have tried to keep these
waves within the noisemaker tires cer the public roads, they
sold by unitself. His objective is to break continue to
up the shock waves at the sCrujiVfOus dealers.
The NHTSA claims that more
source rather than trying to
muffle the resulting sound than 80,000 such tires were distributed this last year, a quanwaves.
Technically,
,shocirwaves are• lity much higher than needed to
very abrupt increases in atmo- satisfy the off-road market.
spheric pressure, density and Thus far, the administration
temperature and, are major has settled out of court with two
disturbances compared with tire distributors who sold these
tires for other than off-road
sound waves.
Sturtevant discovered not use.
long ago that shock waves are
developed in an open-ended
Q. I took my 1971 car to my
acoustical pipe much like the
exhaust pipe of a gasoline en- neighborhood service station
gine. By placing wire mesh and when it came time for the first
metal rings of various con- 6,000-mile oil change. I wanted
figurations in the pipe, the to put in the brand I had used
CalTech engineer is able to test for years Pennzoil 10-30) but
their effects on the shock waves the mechanic told me I'd better
use another brand that he
he generates in the pipe.
Sturtevant is able to produce recommended and that I should
the shock waves by using the change the oil every 2,000
three-inch pipe as a cylinder miles, not the 6,000 miles
for a motorcycle piston which recommended by the manufac-

—Tconomic-tontroirida

rganizettabor.

-.— Hospital Report

26,
--:
— — -,January
,Phase 2 of the economic con- dependent Business among the many doubts expressed as to the tractor takes mucn the same
107
1972ADULTS
trols could become the straw that more than 2,000 volunteer district probable success of the program, saying, "I have been 100 percent URSERY 7
breaks the camel's bact._QnlY In chairmen who are business there is deep resentment ex- for a price and wagelreeze.But it , NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
this case it could be the back of leaders in their resRective_pressed over the non-cooperative looks like a one way street for 'Baby Boy
Warren Odra, June_
:
-Organized labor power.
communities: who in turn are'attilude expressed by union labor and a kick in the pants for Summer Warren), Rt. 2,
_ ...... . __. .... •
the nation's independent. quest-tolling tintreolleagues:
trade)s. "
- -business whose profits- -are , Hlton.
-business people appear confused But even though there are With several bills pending already down." •
DISMISSALS
over the subject of controls, and
A Montana construction con- Mrs.
before the Congress to put unions
Florence
Askew
outspokenly
are
some
while
turer. Who is right? — R. J. R.,
under the
antitrust laws, to tractor takes much the same line, Balentine, Rt. 3, Murray, Rural
vast
critical of any controls, the
California
prohibit strikes in the tran- saying, "I have been 100 percent Route Jones, 312 S. 9th St. ,
the
„
awe.Gardert, wallow;
sportation industries, and even a for a price and wage freeze. But it. marsay,
A. Thanks to the high stan- majority seem to be of
bill for a national right to work looks like a one way street for New Concord, Joe Wayne 4
dards of assembly, the use of opinion that something had to be
the
law, resentment over publicized labor and a kick in the pants for Darnell, Rt. 3, Murray, Dow!
better metals and the avail- done. This is developing in
the
by
conducted
survey
being
ability of more highly refuted
unwillingness of labor leaders to business whose profits are Faughn, 1107 Poplar ST.,Y
petroleum products, 6,000-mile National Federatiaw...Of
cooperate fully =Id result in already down. ---.
"Murray, James Ronald Miller, .
Wild sneezes and g,asp§ .go
A Michigan manufacturer also ....
intervals between oil changes
some Congressional action even
hi, 3,_ Murray, Mrs. Maydell t _
to
is not uncommon today.
echoes what appears
-with certain allergies. Aliergnet— n eh election year.
be-8 Ovelia ' Moody, New Concord,
to
dozens
..
pollen,
dust,
and
fur,
If
you
drive under normal conditions
Typical of the attitude ex- mounting sentiment saying,. "It Lamer'Fanner, 416 S. 9th St.,
of:irritants: and change your filter every
pressed is one by a western sppears to me that Phase 2 Murray, Mrs. Beulah Jane
Asthmatics-think they wheeze Pennsylvania retailer who says, favors unions with a contract, as
time you change your oil, 6,000
upon direct epntact to pollen or "The control program was small firms without a contract Erwin, 1003 Vine St. , Murray,
miles between changes should
Rune Melville-Coleman, Rt. 2,'
RICHMOND, Ky.—Eastern other offending substances. But
do it. As for brands, just be cerprobably very painful for him cannot go beyond the 5.5 percent
tain the oil you use meets or ex- Kentucky University's Physics they could be wrong. The (President Nixon) but the pay boost. This will cause a Murray.
ceeds manufacturers' speci- and Chemistry Departments trouble may start after the
heartland of America recognizes complete breakdown of liolding January 27, 1972
fications. If you have been have been awarded a $38,000 substance- gets to
their be had to
Unions are the
=
ADULTS 97
satisfied with what you've used grant by the National Science stomach.
A
Washington insurance NURSERY 6
necessary, but some of our labor
in the past, continue the prac- Foundation to direct a training
In experiments
with
broker says, "It appears to me
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
tice. Sometimes station atten- program in science for teachers volunteer asthmatics, leaders better believe that
we are doing an effective-job of
greediness
is
epoor
substitute
for
dants get bonuses for pushing a of the first three primary researchers at the medical
a common sense approach to holding theline on prices, but we
Baby Girl Moore (Mrs.. .
particular product.
grades.
• school of UCLA painted pollen national problems."
are putting no real effective lid on Sandra Faye
Moore), Rt. 1,.,
Ted
'According
George,
to Dr.
with 8 radioactive material that . 4
_ Q. I keep reading great
baaaleasolan gays, wages and the attitude Of the Hardift.
Phy
things about the Mazda in —elfelrinan of the
registers dramatically -on
unions is typical. They have a
— "If labor isn't controlled
DISMISSALS
newspapers and magazines, Department, the purpose of the special cameras. When the ..rpiereent the, whote,program is100
a real-don't-give-a-damn attitude. --Mrs.
Catherinebut 1 alma-hear rumors about - program is to "train teachers
volunteers breathed in the
,, and his
art in I:admire the President for the fit. 4, Cadiz, Mrs. Joan .Louiser.
problems with the rotary en- new science programs in their radiopollen, cameras picked
south Carolina
Labor
says, "Labor effort, but his country is
Turner and Baby Girl, Itt. Lei
One concept. It is also my tin- classrooms."
traces of pollen in the mouth. Unions are too
and their willing to make the sacrifices.
derstanding that the rotary en- _ The:
:Mrs Glenda_
,•
nose. Then
see thç -small bust
gine is less expensive to...C....affeted..by--theEKU depart.
mateend2t
,_
dow
!
--ille--,„
The owner ot an 'Illinois holding thtrline because we have Estates, Murray, Gerald In ,
duce so the car should be
merits of Physits, Chemistry, esophagus
into the stomach. greenhouse further typifies the no choice."
expensive than a conventional- and Education.
Cooper, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.',
Not into the lungs.
existing skepticism saying, The head of a Texas Frances WiLson" Shea, Rt 6,
ly powered one. But the Mazda
Dr. Jay Mahr, program
patients
Although
„
the
firm comments, Murray, Miss
Until unions are controlled by engineering
Inda Shaun..
with the "tan'e°sts more. Can director,
has
made coughed a little within the first
their
-wages,
you clear up the picture for
prices
must
go
up.
"Most-People
are
willing to make Baker, 1300 Olive Blvd..;
r
enients with the Yayette
the
E.R., Ohio
after inhaling
-me?
Where it will end nobody knows. sacrifices for a good cause if murray,
Harbor- Comb?&Kora atid-With- DI' I' half-hour
pollen, coughing • cleared up Most workers are not worth what others are doing the same. Rt. 7. Bus Henry
Mayfield,
14-. The Wankel (Or rotary)___ Model Laboratory Schnol
Herbert
14. Four 4o ninehour& they are being paid now. Guess it However, the attitude of union -1Wrut'eve,t 7, Murray,.
engine did have piston seal select primary teachers for the
developed
however,
they
later,
will take a depression to labor, school teachers and
problems at first, but the sxwek summer session which_
Guista Kay Adams, no S.
clinical signs of asthma. The straighten things out."._ _
government employees—city,
Mazda andl4emp Ro-80 seem begins4iine 12.
St.., Murray.,__Roberi.
coughing
and
their
of
to have overcome them. On a
A Montana construction con- county, state and Federal to get Baker, 3405 Castletow Waye
summer
training wheezing was closely related to
The
their increases at the expenses of
mass-production basis a rotary program will
North, Lexington,
supplemented the dosage of pollen they had they
be
Rowell O'
have been ingested by the everyone else will defeat the Kent Wright, 902Mr1I
engine would cost less because
Poplar St.,.'
academic-year
by
regular
inhaled.
•
entire program."
there are fewer parts, thus less
intestinal tract.
Murray, Mrs. Cheryl Lynn
to
discuss
S. Novey,
Dr. Harold
From hundreds of comments
assembly time. But the rotaries conferences
"If the pathways can be
Johnson and Baby Girl, New
are not being manufactured in problems which arise in the assistant clinical professor. of worked out," says Dr. Novey, pouring into the NFIB offices it
such quantities yet. And any- classes as the new programs medicine, presented" these "then we may be able to appears that while the majority Concord, Miss Billie Diane
findings at a recent meeting of develop means for blocking the of the independent business Hendrix, Rt. 2, West Paducah, —
way,things are sold on the open _ are implemented.
Floyd B. McNutt,Rt.5, Murray,
Mrs. Anna Neal of the Fayette the American Academy of allergens,
market for as much — not as
preventing them people support a drive to stop
little — as possible.'Macs why County Schools has arranged Allergy..The allergic reaction, from reaching the area where inflation, Mere is a strong feeling Ben Durwood Harrell, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Judy Mern
the rotary-powered Mazda sells for the technical services and he said,"appears to result from they do their damage."
the current effort will fail
Brumley, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
for about $500 more than its released time permission for late reabsorption of pollen
because
of
of
the
non-cooperation
To find out more about
Della Mae Smith, New Concord,
piston-engined brother, the 616. the participants from that particles .frem, the gastroin- allergies
and respiratory labor.
Joi:Lyriri dWards, Rt. 5,
.
syltem. Some- schoils - in testinal-lrace' He sPecul
- ates diseases, check with your
Thus,
if
it
develops
that
the
If you hove I tip for Motor- Fayette County will use the that the breathing difticilties
Benton, Madison Carr Chancurrent
program
is
failing
due to
Kentucky Tuberculosis and
ways readers or a question programs this fall.
seen during asthmatic attacks Respiratory Disease the non-cooperation of union, dler, New-Concorsijlamak.W,
about your car, motorcycle or
Buriceen (expired), Almo.
Program planners hope to may be touched off by pollen Association.
Write P. 0..Box leaders, there is the strong
recreational vehicle, send it to: repeat the program next particles that have traveled
All varieties of pumpkins
possibility
public
pressure
that
8405, Louisville, ;Kentucky
Motorways, P.O. Box 190, San summer with 4th, 5th, and 6th
through the bloodstream to the 40208. It's a matter of life and will force changes in the nation's belong to the Cucurbita pepo
Diego, Calif. 92112.
species.,
2 -grade teachers.
lungs-and bronchial tubes after breath.
labor laws.

Engineer may reduce
Noise, as any motorcyclist is travels in a four-inch stroke
quick to point out, i.‘s his biggest driven by an electric motor.
giemy.
length of the pipe can be
_
, No matter heir carefully.-1--veried from 2,02 feet to 15 feet
ride," complains biker Peter by adding or removing
secRomero of Los Angeles, "I al- fiods.
ways have somebody yellin' at car
"We haren
e gworking,:vith very
me to get this noisy thing eff_the_-_-bigh-intensity-nolSer-tapithe
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MORSE is
the world's largest seller of Stereo Products

.1•1110

Due to rush of business there may be a delay in deliverys up to 6 days ...
But when you save money like this, who minds waiting.

10" MEDITERRANEAN BSR Changer.8track tape player
AM—FM,FM Stereo Radio

$530.00

Now

BSR Changer AM-FM and Fm
Stereo Radio

Value

371$

$799.95

80" MEDITERRANEAN STYLE with tape player ( 8
track) AM—FA. FM Stereo Radio, Garrard record
changer.

Free

95

$479.95 Value

$349.95 Value

Now $24495

STRAIGHT STITCH
Darns ano Monograms

Now $

*

Open 9:00 tit 8:00 *

Now.1.6.1i
$409.95 Value

Now
$25495

1 5995

Phone 492-8812

Value

. ULTRAMATIt Built-,
cabinettyoucraet.rLin iine
case or FREE

$239.95 Value

DISCOUNT SEWING
STEREO CENTER

Hazel, Kentucky

$229.95

Now $33695

$5950

Pattern selector, Automatic Buttonhoider, Twin needle
sewing, Monograms and Appliques, Fully automatic
Zig-Zag sewing, dial-a-Stitch, no cams needed, Blind
stitch

10"
Stereo
ESR
('hanger.
AM—FM
Italic>. Hi-Fidelity.

"
Now $560

Model o. 011, Designed fur simplicity and suitable for every decor,
this economy cabinet is a best-seller.
Choose from walnut, mahogany,
cherry or maple finish

FOTOMAT1C

Value

Model
No
6400

APOL1A)

Automatic Buttonholer, Twin needle designs, fully
automatic ng-Zig Sewing, Built-in Automatic design
Cams, Built-in Automatic Blind stitoh.

$379.95 Value'.

Now.s26695

a
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or single person. Utilities fur- around bottom of
- TFC long in the industry or at NASA "effective immediately a -where . • highly contagious congregational life.
,
5933.
nished. Phone 753-5046 or 753-1739 mobile homes to keep
installations because they soon smallpox ..vaccination cer- diseases are prevalent also
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tificate as a condition of entry
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LARGE MOBILE home, all
2364.
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_ _shop employes respOnsible for valid smallpox vaccination Vaccination and validated by
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PHS
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- Murray, Ky.
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Cozy older
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that
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reconi-,
PHS
also
The
Rheamond Wright at Stella. F2P LARGE TWO bedroom brick. Lederer suggests this formula:
Some of those interviewed went
installments. A finance
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ry 25, 1972
solar as to decide that although _
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and a total note of
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(Continued from 1Page 1)
Ky.
ELIZABETHTOWN,
(AP)-Improperly attached gas of students appeared before the
regulators led to thirteen mo- alumni group of about 500
bile home fires in this area people to protest racial
discrimination on the campus
over. the....3feeheildMrtesponsible for any
Marshal Warren Southworth-1 -MrTfivadisorder.
has determined.
Hogancamp told the appeal
Southworth said that out of
150 inspections made by a team board "the real disrupting
of fire inspectors, only one gas factor was the manner of
regulator was found to have Mapp," whom he described as
"waving his fist in a very strong
been properly installed.
Southworth said because of manner arid shouting for atthe cold weather, the eiagdittors tention."
He called the demeanor of
had frozen in an open position,
feeding an enormous amount of Mapp, who acted as the
pressure from the LP gas tanks spokesman for the group,
on the outside of the mobile "belligerent" and said both
Mapp and Lowery_ made_
homes into the stoves.
You get a blow torch," he statements amounting to
said, "It melts the whole -we're not going and you can't
make us go." stove.".
When the students were taken
from the ballroom, Hogancamp
described and demonstrated
how he gabbed Lowery by the
back of the collar and back of
the belt and with the assistance
(Confined from Page 1 i
4 of two other people forcibly
unifcrm sch°°1 taxatim and removed him from the room.
Ginger, running for his post on
On cross examination by
the Democratic slate last No- Allison concerning
, his role in
vember, was criticized by the the ejection of the
students,
Republicans because he en- Hogancamp said,
"I don't
dorsed one aspect of the Hawaii believe it's in keeping with the
plan: the distribution of state responsibility of
a university
funds.
-"
:4---offkitil-le--sittiby --when:.
' Ow other matters, 4111inger security
officers
need
said the KEA appears to be go- assistance."
ing along with Gov. Wendell
said
Hogancamp
the
Ford's education program ex- demonstration had the potencept, somewhat to his surprise, tiality of a "fight" between the
an the possible omission of a alumni-and thelblacint and that
30-year retirement plan.
he considered it his duty as a
He said the ICEA board did
university official to try to
not indicate earlier It was that prevent any trouble.
"They (the
interested, but when informed blacks) may have
been in more
the plan might be left out "they danger than they realised," he
thought I should give a higher
added.
priority to it."
Chief Security Officer Joe
He said he has no reason to Green told how he helped arrest
believe teachers will not get a
the four black students after the
per cent annual pay increase as
demonstration. Cited for
promised by Ford, but that disorderly conduct,
they were
even if this figure is not met he
taken before Murray City Judge
does not anticipate any KEA- Don
Overbey before being
sponsored without such as oc- released.
curred in 1970.
Green told the regents that he
Ginger not only voiced apwent to the ballroom alone after
proval of a Senate bill which
being informed of the disturwould allow teachers to smoke
bance andtwice asked the black
in schools,but said it ought to be students to leave. When they
extended to students.
refused, he said he went to Use'
"I feel we ought to be living
lobby and summoned other
in this century," he said.
security officers. Returning to
Asked about sex education,
the ballroom, he again asked
he replied: "same thing."
the students to leave and when
they again refused and "shifted
back and locked hands" he gave
the order to
have them
physically removed.
Green testified that Lowery
resisteck, vigorously and "tried
to kick and bite me while
wiggling and squirming."
Green quoted Lowery as calling
him "a damn pig" and he and
the other officers "sons of
Breathing any at the5r.day3 =bitches" during • the struggle.
When asked by Allison why he
can be hazardous. But the air in
operating rooms may be thought the black students
especially damaging for women demonstrated at the luncheon,
President Sparks said he knew
who work there.
Anesthetic
vapors
are of no reason for the protest
associated with a high rate of other than an earlier rejection
miscarriage among surgical by the board of the regents and
nurses and female anesthetists. the Murray State Student
Research
at
Stanford Government for a Black
University showed that nearly Student Union request for
30 percent of pregnancies 22,000 to finance blink student
among surgical nursesended in activities.
Charles L. Eldridge, director
miscarriages as compared with
9 percent among other nurses. of school relations at Murray
Female anesthetists had a 38 State, told the regents he was
percent -tniscarriage rate one of the doorkeepers at the
compared with 10 percent luncheon and was taking up
among women doctors in tickets when the first of the
black students entering the
nonsurgical specialties.
-Dr. David L. Bruce of Nor- ballroom "brushed me aside."
He said he had seen them
thwestern University says the
statistics do not prove a cause- earlier "marching" acrOss the
and-effect relationship between campus carrying a red-greenthe vapors and spontaneous and-black flag moments before
abortion. But he points out that they entered the luncheon area.
"They brushed me aside, but
inhaled fumes are retained in
the body for some time and may I don't mean to 3ay they tried to
inflict harm. Further, ex- push me down or anything like
periments with animals have that," he said.
Other
university officials
produced similar results. The
offspring of rodents exposed tO„, whose testimony was heard
anesthetic
vapors
have yesterday included: Director of
- demonstrated -- a -stgnificantlY
Relations_ Itancil J.,
high percentage of birth Vinson; Jack Gardner, an
assistant personnel officer, and
defects.
Billy Joe Puckett, director of
Precautions should be taken the Murray State Foundation.
to reduce the exposure of
Vinson told the appeal board
operating room personnel,
that no students had
apespecially
women,
to- proached him or the alumni
anesthetics, says Dr. Bruce. At council
and asked permission to
Stanford, special devices have speak at the luncheon. He said
already been installed in all the black students "just walked
surgical rooms to trap and right through the
door."
expel damaging gases.
Witnesses in defense of the
All kinds of people are paying black students are expected to
moil and rrjore attention to the be called at today's session.
air they breathe these days. „ The Murray State regents
And with good reason. The have the power to distil* the
quality of air may very well students' suspensionv as
by
the
affect us and our children as recommended
Disciplinary Committee in well as generations to come.
December, or to lighten or
- Join the fight against polluted ,gtiffm the punishment. Hearing
air. (lite& with your Kentucky the appeal are seven members
Tuberculosis and Respiratory of the , board of regents, inDisease Association to find out cluding Dr. M.D. Hassell, the.
what you can do to clean up the faculty representative, and
air around us. It'S a matter of Tom O'Dell. Hodgenville, the
life and breath. Witte P.O Box ' representative of the Student
8405, 40208. Louisville, Ky; c Government
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The student body of 1964 or MetDead Scheel Is pictured la
front of the school banding formerly bested near dm Bethel
'United Methodist Church. Back.istibLici1 to riot _Forreel_
Poyner, Alvy Anderson, David Weniss, Harvey Anderson,
Gracie Outland, Sytha Watkins, Ennis Taylor, Addle Taylor,
Effie Anderson, and Edith Anderson; second row, Edd Anderson, Maynard Rowland, Paul Poyner, Bertram Brelsford,
Allen Wells, Sonoma Poyner, Elizabeth Brelsford, Hontas

Morehead Reveals
Anniversary Plans
MOREHEAD, Ky,Morehead State University has
unveiled plans for a Golden
Anniversary Celebration this
year.
MSU President Adron Doran
announced that Dr. Ray Hornbeck, vice president for
university affairs, has been
named chairman of a 14member executive' committee
which will arrange "an appropriate observance."
Created by the Kentucky
General Assembly in 1922 as
Morehead State Normal School,
the university underwent four
subsequent name changes
_before achieving univeraity
status in 1966.
"Morehead State University
has a rich heritage of service to
the people of Kentucky and we
feel our 50-year anniversary is a
fitting and proper time to
commemorate these
coniributions,., said Dr. Doran.
Dr. Doran said detailed
arrangements -would -- br
nounced shortly.
"The celebration will take
many forms during the coming
months and we hope to involve
all elements of the university
community, local citizens and
other persons of state and
national prominence," he added.
Student members of the
executive committee are
Morehead junior Mike Mayhew,
president of the MSU Student
Government Association, and

Greenup .senior Ann Leslie,
president of
the
MSU
Panhellenic Council.
Faculty members on the
executive committee are Dr:
M.E. Pryor, chairman of the
Division of Biological Sciences;
Dr. Norman Roberts, head of
the Department of Industrial
Education; Dr. John Kleber,
associate professor Of history;
Don Young, assistant professor
of art; Dorothy Conley,
assistant
professor
of
Education; and Clyde James,
Instructor of business.
Administrative
staff
representatives are Dr, Hornbeck; Dr. Paul Fon;Davis, vice
president for academic affairs;
Russell McClure, vice president
for fiscal affairs; Dr. Gene
Scholes, assistant to the
president; Dr. Harry Mayhew,
director of alumni affairs and
university services: and Buford
Crager, dean of students.
Chairmen of gr eneral corninek6def--McClure, firfance; Mike
Mayhew and Ann Leslie,
students; Ron Baiter, alumni;
Emmett Robers, publications;
Dr. Morris
Norfleet, conferences; Young, exhibits; Dr.
Harry Mayhew, speakers
bureau.
Dr. Glenn Fulbright, fine arts
and entertainment; Dr. Davis,
.professorships and artists-inresidence; Dr. Morris Caudill
and Dr. John Duncan, symposia; Dr. Roberts, design; and
Keith Kappes, publicity.

Kentucky News Roundup
DEMONTON, Ky. (AP)
Thomas Emberton, the unsuccessful Republican candidate
for governor of' KentuCky last
fall, has set up law offices here
and in Glasgow.
Emberton, who lived in
Frankfort during the administration of former Gov. Louie
Nunn, has entered into a law
partnership with former state
Sen. Richard Garnett of Glasgow.

ministrators and a university
security officer testified Monday in support of the suspension of four black students for
disrupting an alumni luncheon
last November.
The students are James
Mapp of Chattanooga, Tenn.;
Mike Lowery and James Van
Ik.e of Madisonville, Ky., and
Ulysses Parker of Louisville.

Poyner, and Alvy Taylor; third row, Bernard Rowland,.
Raymond Toney, Elvis Phillips, Malt Anderson, Miss One
Watkins (teacher), Mervin Anderson, Rhoda Outland, PeatOutland, Gracie Anderson, Ober* Wells, and Lena WatItins;
front row, Bryan Tolley, Rube Rowland, Ewel Rowland, Rupert
Anderson, Blake Watkins, Carmon Outland, Arko Outland,
Maud Miller, Ellen Calhoun, On Calhoun, and Ruth Anderson.
The picture is the property of Reuben E.Rowland.

Local Girl...
(Continued from Page I
that makes you stand out as
difference such as my height
serves as added advantage in
the scramble for, recognition."
He repertoire of songs ranges
from folk to rock to jazz. And
her musical versatility extends
far beyond her voice. She plays
the piano, organ, clarinet, and
saxophone, and has written one
song that is now in the process
of being published.
Besides music, she has other
pursuits that are enough to
keep most people occupied fulltime. She is an accomplished
and self-taught seamstress who
makes all her own show clothes
and a yellow belt karate
devotee. This woman on the
move also enjoys swimming,
water skiing, boating and
horseback riding.
An animal lover, Miss West
had nine cats-"you might say
wall-to-wall felines of the alley
variety"-sharing her Atlanta
apartment with her at one time.
She brought only one of them
with her when she Came hOrne
to pick up at Murray Statt
where she left off four years ago
in search of a career.
Although she wants to stay in
the field of music and entertainment "because it is
exciting
and
personally
fulfilling," she has had the yen
to return to the classroom for
some time.
"Preparation is an absolute
necessity if I am to reach my
full potential so I can take
advantage Of whatever opportunity waits ahead of me,"
she philosophizes. "I'm merely
determined to assure that I will
be ready when it comes."
Despite her success, she has
her feet on the ground with no
fantasies about becoming a
movie star or big-time
television name.
"Certainly that sort of thing
would be nice, but it happens
only to a few of many,"she says
with a smile. "I have too much
realism to expect that instant
stardom lightning to strike
Her aspirations are much
more matter-of-fact:
"Learning everything I can
about all phases of the business
and continuing to take a day-today intense pride in what I dothese are the true values to

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP1-A
mistrial lief
declareci in
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP
the case of a young New YorkFrederick Fehl, special agent er charged with public drunkIn charge of the Louisville FBI enness and disorderly conduct
office is leaving to take a sim- during President Nixon's arrivilar post in New York City.
al at an airfield here last
He will be succeeded by March.
Thomas Kitchens Jr., an exliiNEAPOLLS, Minn.-(AP)
Judge N. Mitchell Meade disMarine and graduate of the missed the Fayette Circuit - Fifty persons, all with smite
University of North Carolina Court jury after it was unable previous college experience,
and Emory University Law to reach a verdict in the case have enrolled at Minnesota
School.
of Rick Rosenthal, 25. A new Metropolitan State College,
trial for Rosenthal will be which opens today With no
MURRAY, Ky. ( AP)-Seven scheduled for sometime during courses, grades, campus or athMurray State University ad- the next session of Circui*. letic teams.
Court, in April.
The new four-year college
THREE CITED
was established by the 1971 legThree persons were cited by Enshrinement
islature as a nontraditional
the Murray Police Department
school primarily for junior colHOLLYWOOD 111'11
last night. They were one for no The late bill Pickett, rowl•,%
lege and vocational-technical
operator's license at 6:15 p.m. and originator of ,te...f school graduates, as well as
Monday, one for driving while wrestling, will be the firq , adults_ who wish to begin or
Intoxicated and disorderly black man
continue their'educations.
conduct at 2:21 a.m. today and National Rodeo Hall of Fan].
Cheirman Clark Kerr of the
Oklahoma City. Okla.
one for shoplifting 148 colt'
Carnegie Commission on High•
.package of beef at Jim Adams
er Education has called the colIGA Store, at 1:10 a.m., today,
THOMAS HARDY
lege "perhaps the most inaccording to the citation
Author Thomas Hardy died novative institution of higher
reports.
education in the United States.'`
on Jan. 11, 1928,at the age of 87
•
••••
.

•

-

•

.•

WASHONGTON(AP)- North
Vietnamese documents indicate
Hanoi offered to send Minister
Xuan Thuy to a secret Paris
meeting with Henry A. Kissin- Federal State Market News
ger last Nov. 20, but the United Service February 1, 1972
States declined, holding out for Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
a higher-ranking Communist Market Report Includes 9
representative.
Buying Stations.
"No point would be served by Receipts: Act. 1182 Est. 900
a meeting," Washington is said Barrows and Gilts 25 cents
to have replied after a sched- lower Sows steady
uled session between Kissinger US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 27.00-27.25
and Hanoi's special adviser, Le US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 27.25-27.50
Duc Tho,_ fell through because _US 2-4 200-240 lbs., 26.75-27.00___
2401609hg., 281548.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 25.75-26.25
SAIGON (AP)- U.S. planes Sows
made their heaviest attack on US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 21.50-22.00
North Vietnam today and Mon- few at 23.00
day since the Dec. 26-30 air of- US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 21.00-22.00
fensive. The U.S. Command re-- US 2-3 430-650 lbs., 20.50-21.00
seven "protective rem- Boars 17.00-18.50
strikes in two days.
The fighter-bombers made
five attacks Monday and two
'more today against surface-toair missile-SAM-sites, antiaircraft artillery batteries and
radar defenses.
Final rites for Quinton GibWASHINGTON (AP) - The son, butcher at Gary's Food
federal government has or- Market, are being held today at
dered the nation's scheduled the Tapp Funeral Home,
airlines to screen all passen- Henderson. Masonic rites were
gers and baggage in an effort held at the Tapp Funeral Home
to stop hijackings and sabo- last night.
Funeral services were held
tage.
The Federal Aviation Admin- Monday at one p.m. at the
istration ordered the new rules chapel of the Max Churchill
into effect immediately, waiv- Funeral Home, Murray, with
ing the usual 30-day prelimi- Rev. Jerrell White officiating.
Local pallbearers were J. 0.
nary notice on grounds that the
recent wave of hijackings has Parker, Joe Parker, Jim Hart,
created a threat to ptiblic safe- Richard Tuck, Kenneth Oliver,
Ed West, Charles Johnson, and
ty of an emergency nature.
Major airlines have used the Gary Turner. Honorary groups
security measures, at least on were members of the Murraya part-time basis, for the past Calloway County Shrine Club
and the Men's Sunday School
two years.
Class of the Memorial Baptist
ZURICH ( AP) - The Swiss Church.
Burial will be in the Fairmont
government has issued arrest
warrants for author Clifford Cemetery at Henderson.
Gibson, age 64, died suddenly
at-his home at 1637 West Olive
Street, Murray, on Friday at
nine p.m. He was a member of
the Memorial Baptist Church,
Wbite Shrine No. 13 of HenWASHINGTON (AP)- Co-- derson, Eastern Star of Henmedian Pat Paulsen is an hen- derson, Murray-Calloway
estr_to. goodness candidate for County Shrine Club, Rizpah
the presidency, says the Feder-- Temple of Madisonville, and
al Communications Commis- Jerusalem Masonic Lodge No. 9
sion.
• of Henderson. '
The FCC announced Mixidiay
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
that it considers Paulsen a Lottie Gibson, daughter, Miss
bona fide candidate for the Re- Vanda Gibson, mother, Mrs.
publican presidential nomi- Drucilla Gibson, all of 1637 West
nation because he has entered Olive Street; Murray; one son,
the New Hampshire primary.
Sgt. Frank Gibson, and
Walt Disney Productions Inc. daughter-In-law, Mrs. Frieda
asked for an FCC ruling be- Gibson of Tucson, Arizona;
cause Paulsen is scheduled to" half sister, Mrs.Lorene Cross
appear in an episode of a new Detroit, Mich.; two grandDisney television series called children, Natalie and Robert
"The Mouse Factory."
Gibson.
The Disney firm wondered
whether the FCC's equal time
rule would apply to Paulsen
and his tongue-in-cheek candidacy, thus obligating stations
airing the show to provide
equal time to other presidential
The funeral fur Tax W. Taylor
candidates.
of Almo is being held today at
The FCC said the regulation two_ p.m. at the chapel of the
would apply and that stations J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
would be obligated to provide with Bro. Bobby Joe Sims and
equal time to candidates de- Bro. Heyward Roberts. ofmanding'
ficialism,
Paulsen Should be considered
Serving as-- pallbearers are
a national candidate because he Marshall Brandon, John Imes,
"has qualified to be on the bal- Billy Galloway, Junior Lamlot (in New Hampshire) and is pkins, Wilson Gantt, and Bob
apparently actively campaign- Thompson.
ing," the FCC said.
Interment will be in the Almo
Cemetery
with
the
BOSTON (AP) - Harvard arrangements by the J.H.
Medical School's Department of Churchill Funeral
Home.
.,Radiology has opened a reMr. Taylor, age 82, died
search center in diagnostic ra- 'Sunday at
9:45 a.m. at the
diology to study blood circulaConvalescent Division of the
tion and ways to treat kidney,
Murray-Calloway County
heart and liver diseases. Hospital. He was a inembei of
, Described as the first of its the Almo
Church of Christ Ind
'WM lithe nation, the center is the
Woodmen of the World. He
funded by a $1 million grant was born
August 7, 1889, in
from the Nationil Institutes of
Calloway County and his
Health.
parents were the late Theopolis
Medical problems the center Joe Taylor
and Sarah Ellen
will work on include chronic
-White-T*0er.
kidney disease; heart disease,
The survivors include Pis
and hardng of the arteries.
wife, Mrs.Olga Taylor of Almo;
daughter, Mrs. Dale Johnson of ,
PEACE TREATY
The United States and En- Paducah; son,'Cecil Taylor of
gland signed a peace treaty Almo; brother, Andrei, Taylor
ending the Revolutionary War of Almo; five grandchildren:
•ISTrigliXatilanhild•

Hog Market

45s

Mrs. Josie Dick
Expires Sunday
Mrs. Josie Easley Dick
passed away Sunday at 9:35
p.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. She was 80
years of age and a resident of
433 South 8th Street, Mayfield.
The deceased Was a member
of the Calvary Baptist Church
near Coldwater.
Survivors are four daughters,
Mrs. Charles Calhoun and Mrs.
John Parchman, both of
Mayfield, Mrs. Ulice Sinter of
Hickory', and Mrs. Henry L.
Jones of Coldwater; four sons,
Herman and Earnest Easley,
both of East Prairie, Mo.,
Robert Easley of Fairfield -Ill.,
and 011ie Easley of Corpus
Christi, Texas; one sister, Mrs.
Ladle Thurmond of Murray;
twenty-two grandchildren;
forty-five great grandchildren;
four great great grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Rev.
Vester Moreland and Rev,
Lilburn Brann officiating.
Grandsons are serving as
pallbearers and burial will be in
the Burnett Chapel Cemetery.

Father Of Local
Man Succumbs
Tom Williams of Barlow
Route One, father of Randy
Williams of Murray, died
unexpectedly at his home at
1:05 p.m. Sunday of an apparent heart attack. He was 59
years of age and a farmer.
The deceased was a veteran
of World War II and a member
of the American Legion,
Ballard Post No. 4, and the
VFW Ballard Post No. 5429. He
was a member of Antioch
Lodge No. 332, F&AM, and of
LaCenter Christian Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Burnette Williams; two sons,
Randy of Murray and Bradley
at home; daughter, Mrs.
Charles Foster of Barlow Route
One; two brothers, James
Williams of Detroit, Mich., and
Ed Williams of LaCenter Route
•
two grandchildren.
Funeral ierviCes are being
held today at two p.m. at the
Jones Funeral Home,LaCenter,
with Rev. W. W. Morris officiating. Burial will be in the
Antioch Cemetery.
David Wayne signs
HOLLYWOOD ILPII -David Wayne has signed
aboard for a guest role with
Glenn Ford in the latter's new
"Cade's County- television
series.
Debut as star
HOLLYWOOD 1E411 —
Diana Ross' first starring role
in a movie will be her portrayal of • -the late Billie
Holiday in "Lady Sings the
Blues: lor_Paramoluti ic
tures.
PLANETARY ORBITS
A study of the rootion of Mars
by the 17th Century astronomer
Johannes Kepler is the basis of
modern views on •planetary
-

a

BE:LFAST, Northern Ireland Irving and his wife but says it
(AP) - The British govern- has not decided whether to leek
ment taught toeini Irish Cath- their extradition.
olics today by setting up-r*- Dist. Atty. Peter Veleff recourt of inquiry into the killings vealed Monday night that the
Of 13 civilians in ii. battle with .warrants were issued Friday on.
British paratroopers in London- suspicion of falsification of
documents and on "urgent
derry Sunday.
British Prime Minister Ed- grounds of suspicion" that the
ward Heath announced he couple was involved in a
would ask Parliament to estab- scheme to pocket $650,000 in
lish a special tribunal with judi- McGraw-Hill checks meant to
cial powers to investigate L.on- pay billionaire Howard Hughes
donderry's Bloody Sunday. But for his purported autobiograspokesmen for Northern Ire- phy.
Veleff said Swiss authorities
land's Catholic minority threatened not to cooperate with any had impounded $422,707 in a
commission set up by a govern- Zurich bank account in the
ment which they believe is out name of Hannah Rosenkranz
te bolster Protestant rule in the and that this probably was a
pseudonym for Mrs. Irving. province.
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